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ABSTRACT

As the complexity of fully coupled physical modeling applications grows, both

in the simultaneous representation of multiple types of physics as well as in the

physical geometries of problem domains, the utility of directly specifiable, generally

applicable, unconditionally consistent variational methodologies incorporated with

conforming and nonconforming adaptive finite element discretizations becomes in-

creasingly apparent. The intent of this dissertation is to describe the mathematical

theory for a general problem-solving methodology, apply this theory to a particu-

lar one-dimensional fluid-structure interaction problem involving a moving mesh un-

der an Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian framework, representative of a particular two-

dimensional problem of the same type in arterial blood flow analysis, and develop a

C++ finite element component library for rapid modeling application development.

We will present a complete fluid-structure application and some numerical error re-

sults verifying convergence of the method under h and p refinements for varying

k-values, where k is the order of global continuity of the finite element approxima-

tions.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A cornucopia of complicated phenomena requiring modeling through computa-

tional simulation can be found in the physical sciences and engineering disciplines.

Examples include the flow of blood interacting with the arterial wall in the model-

ing of aneurysms, the flow of air over and around the wings of airplanes, a heating

distribution system for chemical reaction control, and many more. The successful

analysis of such a multiphysical system requires the application and modeling of mul-

tiple physical laws and careful attention to the combination and interaction of those

models.

Our method of multiphysical modeling has four fundamental qualities of interest.

First, we utilize a least squares variational form, which is one way of combining multi-

ple sets of governing equations under one framework. Second, we use a finite element

method to produce the approximate solutions to the variational problems, which is

a method well suited for a wide class of problem geometries. Third, we impose a

k-criterion on the solution space, which is a measure of smoothness. This guarantees

that the approximate solutions are physically meaningful within the variational prob-

lem. Finally, our implementation is object-oriented, meaning we utilize polymorphic

data structures to maximize code readability and reusability.

1.1 Finite Element Methods

The finite element method is a general and widely used technique for numerical

solution of differential equations in virtually every field of engineering and the applied

physical sciences. The key features of finite element methods can be summarized in

the following way [46, 23].

First, finite elements are ideally suited for arbitrarily complicated geometries

and nearly arbitrary boundary conditions, as the method is essentially geometry-

independent. In addition, the finite element meshes need not be structured. This

1
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is not only a mathematical fact, but a practical one as well. If, as is typical, iter-

ative solution methods are invoked upon the linear system resulting from the finite

element analysis, then maps of geometric entities (i.e., nodes, elements, edges, faces,

etc.) may take on any form which is optimal and/or convenient for the problem

at hand, without sacrificing the quality or efficiency of the method. In particular,

a mesh on a complicated geometry may be conveniently or optimally expressed in

one way, while a mesh which is ultimately meant to be analyzed simultaneously by

multiple distributed processes may be optimally expressed using an altogether differ-

ent scheme, yet the fundamentals of the finite element method remain unchanged.

This is one reason finite element methods are well suited for implementation through

polymorphic and generic programming techniques.

Second, the finite element method can be based on a variety of variational formula-

tions such as Rayleigh-Ritz, Galerkin, and least squares. Furthermore, the variational

formulation itself can be replaced without the need for restructuring of other compo-

nents of the method or software.

Finally, the finite element method has been the subject of intensive study, and an

extraordinary amount of literature can be found [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 23, 34, 35, 41]

detailing the rich and solid mathematical basis of the method. In many cases, solid

error estimates can be made as well, essential in tolerance-critical applications.

1.2 Least Squares

The least squares method is one way of transforming a set of differential equa-

tions with boundary conditions into a variational problem [14]. The method is based

on the minimization of residuals of the differential equations themselves across the

problem domain. Because a residual can be computed regardless of the nature of

the differential equation, the method can be applied, without adjustment, to a wide

variety of problems. This contrasts with traditional methods such as Galerkin, where

it is not uncommon to find methods that have been employed with special treat-

ments such as upwinding, artificial dissipation, non-equal-order elements, and oper-

2
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ator preconditioning. The least squares method naturally captures phenomena such

as discontinuities and shocks without resorting to ad-hoc adjustments.

Another advantage of the least-squares method is that the residual computed dur-

ing the solution process is also a measure of the error, which is necessary information

for adaptive refinement of finite element spaces. In many cases, this reduction in the

number of computing steps required for total problem analysis can be significant.

Perhaps the most convincing argument for the utility of the least squares method is

its guarantee of producing symmetric, positive-definite linear systems. This guarantee

holds whether the differential operators be self-adjoint or non-self-adjoint, and when

the method is used in combination with Newton linearization, it holds for nonlinear

operators as well. While this does not settle the issue of finding global extrema in

nonlinear problems, it does guarantee local convergence to local extrema.

1.3 h− p− k version

The parameters h, p, and k refer to adaptivity extensions to the standard finite

element method. Where h is a measure of the mesh size, the h version of the finite

element method is characterized by reducing the mesh size in order to reduce error.

The p parameter is representative of the order of polynomial approximation used

in the discrete space, and the p version of the finite element method reduces error

by increasing the order of the polynomial approximations. Solid theoretical results

concerning convergence of error under p enhancement, and also in concert with mesh

refinement in what is known as the h − p finite element method, can be found in

[1, 2, 41]. Extensions of these methods have also been constructed in the presence of

nonconforming meshes [19, 20, 29, 30, 31, 32].

The parameter k is a restriction on the smoothness of the approximations, that

is, the approximants are k times continuously differentiable throughout the problem

domain. For example, for the solution to a second-order differential equation with

continuous data, it is natural to seek functions which have continuous second-order

derivatives throughout the problem domain. While preliminary experiments have

3
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shown that k does not affect the rate of convergence, it has been shown to decrease

errors by a problem-dependent constant factor, usually an order of magnitude [37,

38, 39]. Thus, the k extension is intended to be used in concert with the currently

used h and p adaptive technologies in an h− p− k framework.

1.4 Object-Oriented Programming

The majority of scientific software has been implemented in procedural languages,

such as C and FORTRAN. These languages are built to support a design method

focussing on processing, and to be optimized for efficiency [15]. In contrast, object-

oriented languages such as Java and C++ also consider similarities between data

structures and between algorithms, allowing for more flexible, customizable, and

therefore more re-usable software. In addition, the use of data abstraction, that

is the construction of user-defined data types which encapsulate problem concepts,

increases the comprehensibility of the resulting code, leading to simplified testing, de-

bugging and maintenance. It also allows for the implementation of more complicated

programs, since one of the primary limiting factors in software development is the

ability of the programmer to understand his or her own creation, as well as those of

other programmers.

For the problem at hand in this dissertation, we have chosen C++ as the imple-

mentation language for several reasons. First, the author was already familiar with

the C language upon which C++ was built, and a large body of the existing software

could be used directly or modified easily. Second, programs which utilize the object-

oriented features of C++ do not suffer significantly in run-time efficiency compared

to that of equivalent C programs. In particular, the virtual function call mechanism

incurs little (approximately 5%) runtime overhead compared to the traditional (non-

virtual) function call mechanism used in C programs, and the space overhead amounts

to one pointer to a virtual function table for each object (variable) of a type which

has virtual functions [36]. Finally, with the recent international standardization of

the C++ language [44], we can be assured that in addition to being efficient, our

4
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software will be portable into the near future as well.

In this dissertation we describe a C++ application for modeling a fluid-structure

interaction, which is relatively short and comprehensible compared to an equivalent C

program because it is built upon a component library of finite element specific classes

(user-defined types). In the appendix, we describe the interfaces and some sample

uses of this component library.

1.5 The Fluid-Structure Interaction Problem

The particular problem of interest in this dissertation is the modeling of the in-

teraction of a viscous fluid with an elastic structure. This problem has applications

in blood-flow models and aeroelastic structures in particular. We employ an arbi-

trary Lagrangian-Eulerian method (ALE) [10] that allows the finite element grid to

be moved independently of the fluid velocity, that is, it is not bound to the fluid

particles. One of the key advantages to this method is that it can be used in such a

way that the numerical elements do not severely distort or degenerate as simulation

time progresses. This greatly increases the numerical stability of the method.

5
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CHAPTER II

LEAST SQUARES FINITE ELEMENT METHODS

In this chapter, we develop the mathematical framework for the least squares finite

element methodology, a generally applicable variational setting incorporating direct

specification of differential and boundary operators. We begin by posing a boundary

value problem (BVP) in an abstract formulation.

Consider the boundary value problem in V given by the set of differential equations

and boundary constraints

Au = f on Ω (2.1)

Bu = g on ∂Ω (2.2)

where A is a set of linear differential operators of orders k on Ω, B is a set of boundary

operators on ∂Ω, f is a set of data functions which are continuous of orders m on Ω,

g is a set of boundary data, u is a set of unknown field variables. Note that k and

m are multi-indices of nonnegative integers. Although the presentation herein will

be for linear differential operators A, one can extend to nonlinear operators also. In

addition, we assume the problem is well-posed in the sense that a unique solution u

exists within a well-chosen space and is continuous with respect to the data f and g.

2.1 Least Squares Variational Form

The fundamental principle of the least squares variational method is the mini-

mization of the mean squared error in the equations over the problem domain. In

particular, the objective is to determine an approximation that satisfies (2.1) - (2.2).

Let us denote by E the differential equation residuals

E(u) ≡ Au− f (2.3)

and for functions u ∈ V we define the least squares residual functional

I(u) ≡
1

2
||E(u)||2L2(Ω) =

1

2
(E(u),E(u))L2(Ω) (2.4)

6
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We take u to be the minimizer of I over the space V.

Remark 2.1. For the initial presentation, we consider only the case of boundary con-

ditions which are directly imposed on the solution spaces themselves. When boundary

conditions of a complicated nature are to be specified, a simpler approach can be used

in which the approximants only approximately satisfy the boundary conditions. This

is achieved by including boundary error terms in the least squares error functional.

The approximate boundary condition method leaves open the question of appropriate

weights on the component terms, the boundary integrals being of dimension one lower

than the domain integrals in the least squares form. We will address this later.

A necessary condition for I(u) to be minimized is that the first variation of I

vanish with respect to all admissible virtual displacements δu ∈ V0, where

V0 = {u ∈ V : Bu = 0} (2.5)

The variation then becomes

δI(u) = 0 ∀δu ∈ V0. (2.6)

where

δI(u) = lim
ǫ→0

I(u + ǫδu) − I(u)

ǫ
(2.7)

This then yields from (2.3) and (2.4):

δI(u) = lim
ǫ→0

(A(u + ǫδu) − f,Aδu)L2(Ω)

= (Au− f,Aδu)L2(Ω)

Using (2.6) we then have

(Au − f,Aδu)L2(Ω) = 0 (2.8)

which forms the foundation of the computational procedure.

Defining the bilinear form a(·, ·) and the linear functional F(·) as

a(u, v) ≡ (Au,Av)L2(Ω) (2.9)

F(v) ≡ (f,Av)L2(Ω) (2.10)

7
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we then obtain the following equivalent problem. Find u ∈ V0 such that

a(u, v) = F(v) ∀v ∈ V0 (2.11)

2.2 Finite Element Approximation

To obtain a finite element approximation to the solution u, we partition the do-

main Ω into a finite number of elements, characterized by a discretization parameter h.

Let Vh ⊂ V be a finite-dimensional space spanned by the basis functions {v1, . . . , vn}.

Let uh ∈ Vh be a linear combination of these basis functions. Let us also define

Vh
0 = {u ∈ Vh : Bu = 0} (2.12)

The following discrete system of equations similar to (2.11) can then be obtained:

a(uh, vj) = F(vj) j = 1, . . . , n (2.13)

Let uh = u0 + uB where u0 ∈ Vh
0 and uB ∈ Vh that satisfies BuB = g. Then we

have

a(u0, vj) = F(vj) − a(uB, vj) j = 1, . . . , n (2.14)

Expanding u0 =
∑

i

uivi, we have the matrix system

KU = F (2.15)

where Kij = a(vi, vj), Uj = uj, and Fj = F(vj) − a(uB, vj). Solution of this linear

system of equations yields the coefficient vector U for the homogeneous part u0 of

the approximation uh.

A sufficient condition for existence and uniqueness of the solution to the matrix

system (2.15) is that the matrix K is positive-definite. This is verified in the following

theorem.

Theorem 2.1. The matrix K in (2.15) is positive-definite.

8
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Proof. Let u ∈ Rn, and observe

uTKu =

n
∑

i,j=1

uiKijuj

=
n
∑

i,j=1

uia(vi, vj)uj

= a

(

n
∑

i=1

uivi,

n
∑

j=1

ujvj

)

= a (u,u)

= (Au,Au)L2(Ω)

= ||Au||2L2(Ω) > 0

If ||Au||2L2(Ω) = 0 then Au = 0, and for a well-posed problem, this implies u = 0.

Remark 2.2. Although the discussion only involves the finite element discretization

parameter h for the solution (h-version), one can also consider a parameter for poly-

nomial approximation p for the solution (p-version), and a global continuity parameter

k for the solution (k-version). This will be discussed later.

Let us define the energy norm in Vh

|| · ||E ≡
√

a(·, ·). (2.16)

Next, we will describe the best approximation property of the least squares method

in the energy norm (2.16).

2.3 Energy Norm Best Approximation Property

For sake of simplicity, we consider the case of homogeneous boundary conditions

only here; the nonhomogeneous case follows easily. Let uEX and uh denote the

exact solution and the approximation to the solution, respectively. We then have the

following theorem.

Theorem 2.2. The least squares variational method leads to the best approximation

in V
h
0 .

9
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Proof. From (2.11)

a(uh, v) = F(v) ∀v ∈ Vh
0 . (2.17)

Since the exact solution satisfies (2.1), we also have

AuEX = f (2.18)

Using (2.17) and (2.18), we obtain

(AuEX − f,Av)L2(Ω) = 0 ∀v ∈ Vh
0 (2.19)

=⇒ (AuEX,Av)L2(Ω) = (f,Av)L2(Ω) ∀v ∈ Vh
0 (2.20)

=⇒ a (uEX , v) = F(v) ∀v ∈ Vh
0 (2.21)

Subtracting (2.17) from (2.21) we have the fundamental orthogonality relation

a(uEX − uh, v) = 0 ∀v ∈ Vh
0 (2.22)

Then, for any v ∈ Vh
0 , we have

||uEX − uh||
2
E = a(uEX − uh,uEX − uh) (2.23)

= a(uEX − uh,uEX − v) + a(uEX − uh, v − uh) (2.24)

Observe that v − uh ∈ V0, so by (2.22) the second term is zero, and by Schwarz’

inequality (Appendix A),

a(uEX − uh,uEX − v) 6 ||uEX − uh||E||uEX − v||E (2.25)

If ||uEX−uh||E = 0, then obviously uh is the best approximation. Otherwise, dividing

by this nonzero quantity yields

||uEX − uh||E 6 ||uEX − v||E (2.26)

which proves uh is the best approximation in the energy norm from V0.

10
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2.4 Solution Spaces

Based on the choice of the finite element discretization parameter h for the solu-

tion, one can obtain various types of finite element methods. For example, by fixing

the polynomial degree of approximation and through grid refinement (h-version), one

can obtain a better approximation to the solution. One may also fix the grid and

enhance the polynomial degree of approximation (p-version) to yield a better so-

lution. One may also employ the hp-version in which both parameters are refined

simultaneously.

Recall that the approximate solution uh ∈ Vh is constructed via

uh =
N
∑

i=1

aiφi

where N is the number of degrees of freedom corresponding to the number of global

basis functions φi, i = 1, . . . , N . Alternatively, one may also think of uh to be

constructed from respective local approximations over each element via

ue
h =

Ne
∑

i=1

ae
iφ

e
i (x) (2.27)

where e is indicative of the element and ue
h ∈ V e

h ⊂ Vh. Therefore, the construction of

the global solution and its derivatives depends on the inter-element behavior of the

local solutions ue
h and the derivatives of ue

h. The importance of inter-element conti-

nuity was addressed early in the development of finite element methods [35]. Strang

illustrated the unbounded nature of the strain energy due to the jump discontinuities

of derivatives when using classic C0 basis functions. The theory of distributions and

generalized derivatives reveals that the strain energy remains finite when the integrals

are considered in the Lebesgue sense, and weak C1 convergence is achievable via the

h, p, and hp adaptive processes. However, to obtain uh with global differentiability of

order k, the space V e
h must necessarily be contained within the Hilbert space Ĥk+1,p

where

ĤM,p(Ω) = HM,p(Ω)\HM−1,p(Ω)

11
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and p is the polynomial degree of approximation which must satisfy p > 2k − 1 [37,

38]. This allows the elementwise approximations to yield a globally Ck(Ω) function.

Moreover, for the differential operator A of order 2m and u ∈ Ck(Ω) in (2.1), the

minimally conforming approximation space is Ĥk(Ω) where k > 2m. Through the use

of the Ĥk(Ω) spaces which correspond precisely to the computer implementation, one

can see that converged solutions in Hk(Ω) are of class Ck−1(Ω) with weak convergence

of the kth order derivative.

2.5 Construction of Basis Functions

In this section, we will describe the development of the basis functions φi(x)

that will allow inter-element continuity of the derivatives. We will describe the basis

functions for one dimensional elements, and extensions to higher dimensions can be

obtained in similar fashion.

Let Ω = [a, b]. Consider a partition ∆ of the domain Ω such that

∆ : a = x1 < x2 < · · · < xM(∆) < xM(∆)+1 = b

where M(∆) is the number of finite elements. A generic element Ωe can be defined

as

Ωe ≡ {x|xe < x < xe+1}

which is mapped using an affine transformation to the reference element [−1, 1]. The

affine mapping is given by

x =
1 − ξ

2
xe +

1 + ξ

2
xe+1, ξ ∈ [−1, 1]

Let p be the element polynomial degree, and the global continuity parameter

k 6
p+ 1

2
.

We place uniformly spaced interpolation nodes on the reference element of a number

equal to NI = p− 2k+ 3, where the nodes at the element endpoints will be repeated

12
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with total order k. The shape functions can then be constructed as

φ̃d
i (x) =

p
∑

j=0

ai,d
j x

j , i = 1, . . . , NI , d = 0, . . . , k − 1

where the tilde signifies that we are on the reference element, and d indicates the order

of derivative being interpolated. The unknown coefficients ai,d
j are then determined

by solving a (p+ 1) × (p+ 1) matrix system: AB = I where

Al,m = P ((m− 1), d) xm−1−d
i (2.28)

Bl,m = am,d
l−1 (2.29)

Il,m = δl,m (2.30)

where P ((m−1), d) denotes the number of permutations of (m−1) elements taken d

at a time, l = l(i, d), i is the index of the interpolation node, d is the differentiability

index of φd
i , and I is the (p+ 1) × (p+ 1) identity matrix.

For example, for the case k = 2, p = 4, the matrix system is, explicitly,






















1 x1 x2
1 x3

1 x4
1

1 x2 x2
2 x3

2 x4
2

1 x3 x2
3 x3

3 x4
3

0 1 2x1 3x2
1 4x3

1

0 1 2x3 3x2
3 4x3

3













































a1,0
0 a2,0

0 a3,0
0 a4,0

0 a5,0
0

a1,0
1 a2,0

1 a3,0
1 a4,0

1 a5,0
1

a1,0
2 a2,0

2 a3,0
2 a4,0

2 a5,0
2

a1,1
3 a2,1

3 a3,1
3 a4,1

3 a5,1
3

a1,1
4 a2,1

4 a3,1
4 a4,1

4 a5,1
4























=























1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 1























The element basis functions are obtained from the reference shape functions via

φn = g φ̃
d(n)
i(n)

where g is a scaling factor dependent on element length and order of derivative inter-

polation. These transformed basis functions on the element can be used in conjunction

with (2.27) to obtain the local solutions.

The methodology described in this chapter has been automated in our component

library. Next, we will apply the framework developed in this chapter to a fluid-

structure interaction problem.
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CHAPTER III

LEAST SQUARES FLUID - STRUCTURE INTERACTION

In this chapter, we will develop a least squares finite element methodology to

couple a Lagrangian model describing a structure interacting with a fluid that is de-

scribed by an Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) strategy, in order to simulate a

full unsteady physical phenomenon. For simplicity, we will present the mathematical

formulation for a fully coupled system of equations describing the interaction between

a fluid and a structure in a one-dimensional setting. We will present both the contin-

uous problem and a discrete approximation of the model that incorporates an ALE

formulation, allowing the numerical grid in the fluid region to move along with the

interface between the two subdomains.

3.1 Mathematical Model and ALE Formulation

We assume the configuration is initially such that a viscous fluid occupies the

interval (0, 1) and an elastic structure occupies the interval (1, 2). The fluid flow will

deform the adjacent structure, and the interface between them will move. We will

denote the position of this interface at any time t > 0 to be γ(t).            ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������

Figure 3.1: The Fluid-Structure System
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For each x ∈ (0, γ(t)), the fluid is modeled by [12, 9]

∂u

∂t
− α

∂2u

∂x2
+ (1 + β)u

∂u

∂x
+ ǫ

∂p

∂x
= f(t, x) (3.1)

where α > 0 depends on the kinematic viscosity ν. The parameters β ∈

[

0,
1

2

]

and

ǫ > 0 depend on the material properties of the fluid. For our particular application,

we utilize a modified Burger’s equation in which we choose α = ν, ǫ = 0 indicating

incompressibility, and β = 1/2 which is well-known to ensure stability of numerical

methods in the absence of the pressure term. This choice of parameters simplifies the

fluid equation to
∂u

∂t
− ν

∂2u

∂x2
+

3

2
u
∂u

∂x
= f(t, x) (3.2)

The displacement d of points within the structure domain is modeled using a wave

equation given by
∂2d

∂t2
− µ

∂2d

∂x2
= g(t, x) (3.3)

For the boundary conditions of the system, we require that the fluid remain sta-

tionary at the left endpoint (x = 0), and the structure remain fixed at the right

endpoint (x = 2), i.e.,

u(t, 0) = 0 (3.4)

d(t, 2) = 0 (3.5)

The interface carries with it coupling conditions between the fluid and structure.

First, the position itself of the interface is given by

γ(t) = 1 + d(t, 1). (3.6)

We require velocities to match at the interface, given by

u(t, γ(t)) =
∂d

∂t
(t, 1). (3.7)

Also, we enforce continuity of fluxes (the action-reaction principle) by

ν
∂u

∂x
(t, γ(t)) = µ

∂d

∂x
(t, 1). (3.8)
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System (3.2) - (3.8) forms the coupled fluid-structure interaction (FSI) problem.

To allow for a moving computational mesh that is independent of the fluid velocity

and to avoid extreme distortions, we will use an ALE formulation for the fluid. To

do this, we will move the numerical grid independently of the fluid velocity on the

fluid domain.

Let us define the grid velocity w at points in the fluid domain x ∈ (0, γ(t)) by

w(t, x) =
x

γ(t)
γ̇(t) (3.9)

The characteristic curve associated with w must then satisfy

dxs

dt
(t, ξ) = w(t, xs(t, ξ)) (3.10)

xs(s, ξ) = ξ (3.11)

for all points ξ ∈ (0, γ(s)), so we have

xs(t, ξ) = ξ
γ(t)

γ(s)
. (3.12)

We let v(t, ξ) = u(t, xs(t, ξ)) denote the fluid velocity along the characteristic curve

xs(t, ξ). Applying the chain rule for derivatives we can rewrite (3.2) as

∂v(t, ξ)

∂t
− ν

∂2u(t, xs(t, ξ))

∂x2
+

3

2
(u(t, xs(t, ξ))

− w(t, xs(t, ξ)))
∂u(t, xs(t, ξ))

∂x
= f(t, xs(t, ξ)) (3.13)

3.2 Time Discretization of the FSI Problem

In this section, we present a time-discretization of the coupled FSI problem that

involves an ALE formulation for the fluid equation and an implicit formulation for

the interface position. Let us choose a time step ∆t > 0. We denote by tn = n∆t the

nth time step, and for any function φ(t, x) defined on the domain [0,∞) × [0, 2] we

denote by φn = φ(tn, x) the restriction of φ to the nth time step.

We denote approximations of system variables by corresponding capital letters,

i.e., Un ≈ un is our approximation of the fluid velocity variable. Similarly, Dn ≈ dn

is our approximation of the structure displacement variable.
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We approximate the interface position γn = γ(tn) by

Γn+1 = Γn + ∆tUn(Γn) n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (3.14)

where Γ0 = 1. We define the movement of the fluid mesh using an approximation of

wn, namely

W n(x) =
x

Γn
Un(Γn) (3.15)

We approximate the characteristic curve xs(t, ξ) between time steps by

Xn(t) = Xn + (t− tn)W n(Xn) (3.16)

and use this approximation to extrapolate the position of the mesh point Xn at the

next time step along the characteristic curve

Xn+1 = Xn + ∆tW n(Xn) = Xn(tn+1). (3.17)

For the time derivatives, we use Taylor series approximations

∂tu(t, xs(t, ξ)) ≈
Un+1(Xn+1) − Un(Xn)

∆t
(3.18)

and

∂ttd(t, x) ≈
Dn+1 − 2Dn +Dn−1

(∆t)2
(3.19)

and for the characteristic-mapped variable v, it has been shown by Grandmont, et al.

[12] that a good approximation is given by

∂tv(t, ξ) ≈
Ūn+1(Xn) − Un(Xn)

∆t
(3.20)

where the bar notation denotes mapping of variables through the characteristic func-

tion from the old mesh to the new, i.e.,

Ūn+1(X) = Un+1(X + ∆tW n(X)) (3.21)

In order to ensure stability, we split the convective term in (3.13)

(

3

2
u− w

)

∂u

∂x
= (u− w)

∂u

∂x
+

1

2
u
∂u

∂x
(3.22)
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and make the following approximations

(u− w)
∂u

∂x
≈ (Un −W n)

∂Ūn+1

∂x
(3.23)

1

2
u
∂u

∂x
≈

1

2
Ūn+1∂U

n

∂x
(3.24)

Making these substitutions into (3.13) gives us the time-discrete equation for the fluid

Ūn+1 − Un

∆t
− ν

∂2Ūn+1

∂x2
+ (Un −W n)

∂Ūn+1

∂x
+

1

2
Ūn+1∂U

n

∂x
= f̄n+1, (3.25)

and for the structure (3.3), we have the time-discrete equation

Dn+1 − 2Dn +Dn−1

(∆t)2
− µ

∂2Dn+1

∂x2
= gn+1. (3.26)

Let us introduce a structure velocity V n+1 =
Dn+1 −Dn

∆t
. Then (3.26) can be rewrit-

ten as
V n+1 − V n

∆t
− µ

∂2Dn+1

∂x2
= gn+1. (3.27)

We also have Dn+1 = Dn + ∆tV n+1, and making this substitution gives us

V n+1 − V n

∆t
− µ

∂2 (Dn + ∆tV n+1)

∂x2
= gn+1. (3.28)

For enforcement of the action-reaction principle (3.8), we have

ν
∂Ūn+1

∂x

∣

∣

∣

∣

x=Γn

= µ
∂Dn+1

∂x

∣

∣

∣

∣

x=1

, (3.29)

and for velocity matching at the interface (3.7), we have the equation

Ūn+1
∣

∣

x=Γn
= V n+1

∣

∣

x=1
. (3.30)

In operator form, the time-discrete coupled problem that must be solved is:

Ūn+1 − Un

∆t
+ An+1

F Ūn+1 = F̄ n+1
F (3.31)

V n+1 − V n

∆t
+ An+1

S V n+1 = F n+1
S (3.32)

(3.33)
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along with the coupling conditions (3.29) - (3.30). Here F n+1
F = f̄n+1 and F n+1

S =

gn+1. The differential operators An+1
F and AS are given by

An+1
F = [−ν]

∂2

∂x2
+ [(Un −W n)]

∂

∂x
+

[

1

2

∂Un

∂x

]

(3.34)

An+1
S = −µ∆t

∂2

∂x2
− µ

∂2Dn

∂x2
(3.35)

Following solution of this set of equations at a time step tn, Γn+1 is computed

using (3.14), and the problem is advanced to the next time step tn+1.

Remark 3.3. Note that a velocity formulation has been employed for describing the

structure equation (3.3) only to have a unified FSI problem. One may alternatively

proceed with the displacement formulation for the structure.

3.3 Least Squares FSI Formulation

Consider the residual for the fluid equation

EF

(

Ūn+1
)

=
Ūn+1 − Un

∆t
+ An+1

F Ūn+1 − F n+1
F (3.36)

and the least squares residual functional as

IF
(

Ūn+1
)

=
1

2

∣

∣

∣

∣EF

(

Ūn+1
)
∣

∣

∣

∣

2

L2(0,Γn)
=

1

2

(

EF

(

Ūn+1
)

, EF

(

Ūn+1
))

L2(0,Γn)
. (3.37)

Where δŪn+1 is an admissible variation in Ūn+1, we have

EF

(

Ūn+1 + ǫδŪn+1
)

=
Ūn+1 + ǫδŪn+1 − Un

∆t
+An+1

F

(

Ūn+1 + ǫδŪn+1
)

−F n+1
F (3.38)

=

(

Ūn+1 − Un

∆t
+ An+1

F Ūn+1 − F n+1
F

)

+ ǫ

(

δŪn+1

∆t
+ An+1

F δŪn+1

)

= EF

(

Ūn+1
)

+ ǫ

(

δŪn+1

∆t
+ An+1

F δŪn+1

)
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and it follows that

IF
(

Ūn+1 + ǫδŪn+1
)

=
1

2

(

EF

(

Ūn+1 + ǫδŪn+1
)

, EF

(

Ūn+1 + ǫδŪn+1
))

L2(0,ΓN )

=
1

2

(

EF

(

Ūn+1
)

, EF

(

Ūn+1
))

L2(0,ΓN )
+

+ǫ

(

EF

(

Ūn+1
)

,
δŪn+1

∆t
+ An+1

F δŪn+1

)

L2(0,ΓN )

+

+
ǫ2

2

(

δŪn+1

∆t
+ An+1

F δŪn+1,
δŪn+1

∆t
+ An+1

F δŪn+1

)

L2(0,ΓN )

Then,

IF
(

Ūn+1 + ǫδŪn+1
)

= IF
(

Ūn+1
)

+ ǫ

(

EF

(

Ūn+1
)

,
δŪn+1

∆t
+ An+1

F δŪn+1

)

L2(0,ΓN )

+
ǫ2

2

(

δŪn+1

∆t
+ An+1

F δŪn+1,
δŪn+1

∆t
+ An+1

F δŪn+1

)

L2(0,ΓN )

Then,

IF
(

Ūn+1 + ǫδŪn+1
)

− IF
(

Ūn+1
)

ǫ
=

(

EF

(

Ūn+1
)

,
δŪn+1

∆t
+ An+1

F δŪn+1

)

L2(0,ΓN )

+
ǫ

2

(

δŪn+1

∆t
+ An+1

F δŪn+1,
δŪn+1

∆t
+ An+1

F δŪn+1

)

L2(0,ΓN )

Then,

lim
ǫ→0

IF
(

Ūn+1 + ǫδŪn+1
)

− IF
(

Ūn+1
)

ǫ
=

(

EF

(

Ūn+1
)

,
δŪn+1

∆t
+ An+1

F δŪn+1

)

L2(0,ΓN )

.

We recognize the left-hand side here as a variation, and we write

δIF
(

Ūn+1
)

=

(

Ūn+1 − Un

∆t
+ An+1

F Ūn+1 − F n+1
F ,

δŪn+1

∆t
+ An+1

F δŪn+1

)

L2(0,ΓN )

.

Similarly, for the structure equation, we compute the residual equation as

ES

(

V n+1
)

=
V n+1 − V n

∆t
+ An+1

S V n+1 − F n+1
S (3.39)

and the least squares residual functional as

IS
(

V n+1
)

=
1

2

∣

∣

∣

∣ES

(

V n+1
)
∣

∣

∣

∣

2

L2(1,2)
=

1

2

(

ES

(

V n+1
)

, ES

(

V n+1
))

L2(1,2)
(3.40)
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Where δV n+1 is an admissible variation in V n+1, we have

ES

(

V n+1 + ǫδV n+1
)

=
V n+1 + ǫδV n+1 − V n

∆t
+ AV

s

(

V n+1 + ǫδV n+1
)

− F n+1
s (3.41)

=

(

V n+1 − V n

∆t
+ An+1

S V n+1 − F n+1
S

)

+ ǫ

(

δV n+1

∆t
+ An+1

S δV n+1

)

= ES

(

V n+1
)

+ ǫ

(

δV n+1

∆t
+ An+1

S δV n+1

)

and it follows that

IS
(

V n+1 + ǫδV n+1
)

=
1

2

(

ES

(

V n+1 + ǫδV n+1
)

, ES

(

V n+1 + ǫδV n+1
))

L2(0,ΓN )

=
1

2

(

ES

(

V n+1
)

, ES

(

V n+1
))

L2(0,ΓN )
+

+ǫ

(

ES

(

V n+1
)

,
δV n+1

∆t
+ An+1

S δV n+1

)

L2(0,ΓN )

+

+
ǫ2

2

(

δV n+1

∆t
+ An+1

S δV n+1,
δV n+1

∆t
+ An+1

S δV n+1

)

L2(0,ΓN )

Then,

IS
(

V n+1 + ǫδV n+1
)

= IS
(

V n+1
)

+ ǫ

(

ES

(

V n+1
)

,
δV n+1

∆t
+ An+1

S δV n+1

)

L2(0,ΓN )

+
ǫ2

2

(

δV n+1

∆t
+ An+1

S δV n+1,
δV n+1

∆t
+ An+1

S δV n+1

)

L2(0,ΓN )

Then,

IS (V n+1 + ǫδV n+1) − IS (V n+1)

ǫ
=

(

ES

(

V n+1
)

,
δV n+1

∆t
+ An+1

S δV n+1

)

L2(0,ΓN )

+
ǫ

2

(

δV n+1

∆t
+ An+1

S δV n+1,
δV n+1

∆t
+ An+1

S δV n+1

)

L2(0,ΓN )

Then,

lim
ǫ→0

IS (V n+1 + ǫδV n+1) − IS (V n+1)

ǫ
=

(

ES

(

V n+1
)

,
δV n+1

∆t
+ An+1

S δV n+1

)

L2(0,ΓN )

.

We recognize the left-hand side here as a variation, and we write

δIS
(

V n+1
)

=

(

V n+1 − V n

∆t
+ An+1

S V n+1 − F n+1
S ,

δV n+1

∆t
+ An+1

S δV n+1

)

L2(1,2)

.

(3.42)
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We write the total fluid-system least squares error functional as

IFS

(

Ūn+1, V n+1
)

= IF
(

Ūn+1
)

+ IS
(

V n+1
)

(3.43)

and observe

δIFS

(

Ūn+1, V n+1
)

= (3.44)

lim
ǫ→0

IFS

(

Ūn+1 + ǫδŪn+1, V n+1 + ǫδV n+1
)

− IFS

(

Ūn+1, V n+1
)

ǫ
=

= lim
ǫ→0

(

IF
(

Ūn+1 + ǫδŪn+1
)

+ IS (V n+1 + ǫδV n+1)
)

−
(

IF
(

Ūn+1
)

+ IS (V n+1)
)

ǫ
=

= lim
ǫ→0

IF
(

Ūn+1 + ǫδŪn+1
)

− IF
(

Ūn+1
)

ǫ
+ lim

ǫ→0

IS (V n+1 + ǫδV n+1) − IS (V n+1)

ǫ
=

= δIF
(

Ūn+1
)

+ δIS
(

V n+1
)

.

We choose the test functions δŪn+1 = Ūn+1 and δV n+1 = V n+1, which are admis-

sible since

Ūn+1
∣

∣

x=Γn
= V n+1

∣

∣

x=1
=
Dn+1 −Dn

∆t

∣

∣

∣

∣

x=1

,

and to minimize IFS

(

Ūn+1, V n+1
)

, we set

δIFS

(

Ūn+1, V n+1
)

= 0 (3.45)

=⇒ δIF
(

Ūn+1
)

+ δIS
(

V n+1
)

= 0. (3.46)

Explicitly, this can be written

(

Ūn+1 − Un

∆t
+ An+1

F Ūn+1 − F n+1
F ,

Ūn+1

∆t
+ An+1

F Ūn+1

)

L2(0,ΓN )

+ · · · (3.47)

· · ·+

(

V n+1 − V n

∆t
+ An+1

S V n+1 − F n+1
S ,

V n+1

∆t
+ An+1

S V n+1

)

L2(1,2)

= 0

=⇒

(

Ūn+1

∆t
+ An+1

F Ūn+1,
Ūn+1

∆t
+ An+1

F Ūn+1

)

L2(0,ΓN )

+ · · · (3.48)

· · · +

(

V n+1

∆t
+ An+1

S V n+1,
V n+1

∆t
+ An+1

S V n+1

)

L2(1,2)

=

=

(

Un

∆t
,
Ūn+1

∆t
+ An+1

F Ūn+1

)

L2(0,ΓN )

+

(

V n

∆t
,
V n+1

∆t
+ An+1

S V n+1

)

L2(1,2)

+ · · ·
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· · ·+

(

F n+1
F ,

Ūn+1

∆t
+ An+1

F Ūn+1

)

L2(0,ΓN )

+

(

F n+1
S ,

V n+1

∆t
+ An+1

S V n+1

)

L2(1,2)

Let VF = span {φ1, . . . , φNF} and VS = span {ψ1, . . . , ψNS} be finite element

approximation spaces for Ūn+1 and V n+1 respectively. Expanding in terms of the

basis for each space and taking each of the basis functions as one of the variations,

i.e.,

Ūn+1 =
NF
∑

i=1

un+1
i φi

V n+1 =

NS
∑

i=1

vn+1
i ψi

Substituting for Ūn+1 and V n+1 in (3.48) leads to a system of linear equations that

are solved at each time step for the unknown coefficients un+1
i and vn+1

i .
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CHAPTER IV

OBJECT ORIENTED IMPLEMENTATION

The wide range of applicability of the least squares process, which includes self-

adjoint, non-self-adjoint, and even nonlinear operators within a single framework

[37] [38] [39], in conjunction with high order continuous spaces for modeling diverse

physical phenomena describable by differential equations, as well as its unconditional

guarantee of variational consistency, makes it a good choice as the core component

for multiphysics simulation software. After a brief introduction to the object-oriented

methodology, we present the fluid-structure application implementing the theory pre-

sented in the previous chapter. The program is built upon a library of finite-element

specific components, which can be re-used in other modeling applications with min-

imal or no modification. The library interface and sample code can be found in the

appendices.

4.1 High Performance Programming

From a practical perspective in software development, it is essential that a program

be comprehensible in its entirety, at a bare minimum to the programmer who is

responsible for its development. The bulk of commercial finite element software was

developed during the 1980s in the era of procedural languages, primarily Fortran and

C. In 1997 the International Standards Organization (ISO) completed the standard

for the C++ language [45], and along with the Technical Corrigendum of 2003 this

defines the language as it exists at the time of this writing [44].

Object oriented programming makes it easier to build more complex, more secure,

more generic, customizable data structures and algorithms one level at a time. By

providing for the development of standardized tests for customizable objects, error-

handling in the most local fashion possible, and general interfaces for code-reusability,

the C++ language has become a powerful tool for efficient general-purpose program-

ming as well as in the systems programming domain for which it was designed [36].
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Software managers find it necessary to meet stricter budgets and tighter schedules

to complete projects of increasingly greater complexity as the mechanical and tech-

nological systems they are charged with modeling are doing the same. The intent of

the library is to interface the engineer and the computing machine as economically as

possible. Our component library does not aim to replace specialized methods for par-

ticular problems, but rather to provide interchangeable components for rapid future

application development, and to provide an intuitive framework for further extension

of the library itself.

As any practical programmer knows, we should use what we are capable of using

comfortably when programming, as human understanding is the limiting factor in

projects of ever-increasing complexity. The library presented is the author’s inaugural

step beyond procedural programming, and therefore he has reinvented more wheels

than typically necessary for an afluent programmer simply for educational purposes.

He has also striven to comment the code in a literate fashion, as the best computer

programs are those which run on a computer but are written for people [16]. This

component library will serve as a working model for the forthcoming revision that

will include generic (templatized) components, algorithms, and typelists in the spirit

of the C++ Standard Template Library [33].

4.2 An Object-Oriented Application: The Fluid Structure Program

The application is built upon a library of finite-element data types whose interfaces

can be found in the appendices. Sample code detailing their use can also be found

there, and the reader is encouraged to peruse that appendix to become familiar with

its style before proceeding further.

4.2.1 Auxiliary Classes

Implementation of the fluid - structure simulation is more easily facilitated by

introducing a few auxiliary classes particularly suited to this problem, which are in

some cases merely specializations of the core components in the library. Here are the
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header and source files for the fluid-structure specific classes.

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// FluidStructureInteraction.h
// Interfaces of the classes for describing the fluid-structure
// interaction problem
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

#ifndef HEADER_FLUIDSTRUCTUREINTERACTION
#define HEADER_FLUIDSTRUCTUREINTERACTION

#include "Function.h"
#include "Mesh.h"
#include "FiniteElements.h"
#include "BoundaryValueProblem.h"

/////////////////////////////////////////////
// class GridVelocityFunction
// Represents WN(X) = X / gammaN * uN(GammaN)

class GridVelocityFunction : public Function1D
{
public:

GridVelocityFunction(double gammaN, double uN_EvaluatedAtGammaN);

double gammaN() const { return m_gammaN; }

virtual double operator () (double x) const;

private:
double m_gammaN;
double m_multiplicativeFactor;

};
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///////////////////////////////////
// class FluidMeshCharacteristic
// Represents XN+1(XN) and XN(XN+1)

class FluidMeshCharacteristic : public AffineMapping
{
public:

FluidMeshCharacteristic(const GridVelocityFunction& wN,
double delta_t);

double delta_t() const { return m_delta_t; }
double gammaN() const { return m_gammaN; }

// XN+1(XN)
double xNplusOne(double xN) const;

// XN(XN+1)
double xN(double xNplusOne) const;

private:
double m_delta_t; // delta_t
double m_gammaN; // gammaN

};

////////////////////////////////
// class FluidVelocityVariable1D
// Represents U(XN+1) = U_bar(XN)

class FluidVelocityVariable1D : public DifferentiableFunction1D
{
public:

FluidVelocityVariable1D(const FiniteElementVariable1D& u_bar,
const FluidMeshCharacteristic& characteristic);

virtual double operator () (double x) const;
virtual double operator () (double x, int derivative) const;

private:
FiniteElementVariable1D m_ubar; // U_bar
FluidMeshCharacteristic m_characteristic; // XN(XN+1)
double m_gammaN; // gammaN

};
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//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// class FluidBilinearForm
// Represents the time-discrete strong least-squares bilinear form
// for the fluid domain in the fluid-structure problem

class FluidBilinearForm : public BilinearForm1D
{
public:

FluidBilinearForm(DifferentiableFunction1D* p_uN,
const GridVelocityFunction& wN,
double viscosity,
double delta_t);

virtual double operator ()
( DifferentiableFunction1D* p_u,

DifferentiableFunction1D* p_v,
Interval formInterval,
Quadrature* pQuad

) const;

private:
DifferentiableFunction1D* mp_uN;
GridVelocityFunction m_wN;
double m_viscosity;
double m_delta_t;

};

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// class FluidTimeDiscreteLoadFunction
// Represents f_star ^ N+1 = uN(X) + delta_t * f^N+1(XN+1(X))

class FluidTimeDiscreteLoadFunction : public Function1D
{
// Constructor
public:

FluidTimeDiscreteLoadFunction(
Function1D* p_uN, // pointer to uN(X)
Function1D* p_f, // pointer to fN+1(X)
const FluidMeshCharacteristic& characteristic);

virtual double operator () (double x) const;

private:
Function1D* mp_uN;
Function1D* mp_f;
FluidMeshCharacteristic m_characteristic;

};
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///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// class FluidLinearFunctional
// Represents F_f(v) = integral of
// (FluidTimeDiscreteLoadFunction * DifferentialOperator_ofFluid(v))

class FluidLinearFunctional : public LinearFunctional1D
{
public:

FluidLinearFunctional(
Function1D* pf, // pointer to f_star_N+1
DifferentiableFunction1D* p_uN, // pointer to uN
const GridVelocityFunction& wN,
double viscosity,
double delta_t);

virtual double operator () (DifferentiableFunction1D* p_v,
Interval formInterval,
Quadrature* pQuad) const;

private:
// Base member mp_f is a pointer to f_star_N+1
DifferentiableFunction1D* mp_uN;
GridVelocityFunction m_wN;
double m_viscosity;
double m_delta_t;

};

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// class StructureBilinearForm
// Represents the time-discrete strong least-squares bilinear
// form for the structure domain in the fluid-structure problem

class StructureBilinearForm : public BilinearForm1D
{
public:

StructureBilinearForm(double elasticity,
double delta_t);

virtual double operator ()
( DifferentiableFunction1D* p_u,

DifferentiableFunction1D* p_v,
Interval formInterval,
Quadrature* pQuad

) const;

private:
double m_elasticity;
double m_delta_t;

};
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//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// class StructureTimeDiscreteLoadFunction
// Represents g_star ^ N+1 = 2 * DN - DN-1 + (delta_t)^2 * g ^ N+1

class StructureTimeDiscreteLoadFunction : public Function1D
{
public:

StructureTimeDiscreteLoadFunction(
Function1D* p_dN, // pointer to DN
Function1D* p_dNminusOne, // pointer to DN-1
Function1D* p_g, // pointer to gN+1
double delta_t);

virtual double operator () (double x) const;

// Data members
private:

Function1D* mp_dN;
Function1D* mp_dNminusOne;
Function1D* mp_g;
double m_delta_t;

};

/////////////////////////////////////////////
// class StructureLinearFunctional
// Represents F_s(v) = integral of
// (StructureTimeDiscreteLoadFunction *
// DifferentialOperator_of_Structure(v))

class StructureLinearFunctional : public LinearFunctional1D
{
public:

StructureLinearFunctional(
Function1D* p_g, // pointer to g_star_N+1
double elasticity,
double delta_t);

virtual double operator () (DifferentiableFunction1D* p_v,
Interval formInterval,
Quadrature* pQuad) const;

private:
// Base member mp_f is a pointer to g_star_N+1
double m_elasticity;
double m_delta_t;

};

#endif // HEADER_FLUIDSTRUCTUREINTERACTION

In the interest of demonstrating the customization of the BilinearForm1D class in

defining differential forms, we present the implementation of the FluidBilinearForm

class. The implementation presented here is not optimal, but introduces several
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auxiliary variables to aid comprehensibility. A good optimizing compiler minimizes

or eliminates the effects of such pedagogical devices on run-time performance.

FluidBilinearForm::FluidBilinearForm(DifferentiableFunction1D* p_uN,
const GridVelocityFunction& wN, double viscosity, double delta_t)

: mp_uN(p_uN), m_wN(wN), m_viscosity(viscosity), m_delta_t(delta_t) {}

double FluidBilinearForm::operator () (DifferentiableFunction1D* p_u,
DifferentiableFunction1D* p_v, Interval formInterval,
Quadrature* pQuad) const

{
int numNodes( pQuad->numNodes() );
Vector nodes( pQuad->mappedNodes(formInterval) );
Vector evals( numNodes );
for (int i = 0; i < numNodes; i++){

double node = nodes[i];
double u = p_u->operator()(node);
double u_prime = p_u->operator()(node, 1);
double u_double_prime = p_u->operator()(node, 2);
double v = p_v->operator()(node);
double v_prime = p_v->operator()(node, 1);
double v_double_prime = p_v->operator()(node, 2);
double u_N = mp_uN->operator ()(node);
double u_N_prime = mp_uN->operator ()(node, 1);
double w_N = m_wN(node);
evals[i] = (( - m_viscosity * m_delta_t * u_double_prime )

+ ( m_delta_t * (u_N - w_N) * u_prime )
+ ( (1.0 + m_delta_t / 2.0 * u_N_prime) * u ))
*
(( - m_viscosity * m_delta_t * v_double_prime )
+ ( m_delta_t * (u_N - w_N) * v_prime)
+ ( (1.0 + m_delta_t / 2.0 * u_N_prime) * v ));}

return pQuad->integral(evals, formInterval.length());
}

4.2.2 Simulation Algorithm

Next we present the header file containing problem-specific parameters.

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// FluidStructureParameters.h
//
#ifndef HEADER_FLUIDSTRUCTUREPARAMETERS
#define HEADER_FLUIDSTRUCTUREPARAMETERS

const int numElementsFluid(10);
const int pDegreeFluid(5);
const int kContinuityFluid(2);

const int numElementsStructure(10);
const int pDegreeStructure(5);
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const int kContinuityStructure(2);

const double timeStepSize(0.01);
const double initialTimeValue(1.0);
const double finalTimeValue(2.0);

const double fluxWeight(1);
const double velocityWeight(1);

const double initialGamma(1.0);

const double viscosity(0.6);
const double elasticity(2.0);

#endif // HEADER_FLUIDSTRUCTUREPARAMETERS

We present now the source code for the fluid - structure simulation routine. The

function itself is written in the new language of the classes described above, and is

therefore (relatively) compact and comprehensible. Debugging and testing are quicker

and more intuitive as a result as well.

/////////////////////////////////////////////////
// FluidStructureApplication.cpp
// An application for the fluid structure problem
/////////////////////////////////////////////////

#include <string>
#include <iostream>
#include <sstream>
#include <fstream>
#include <math.h>

#include "FluidStructureInteraction.h"
#include "Constants.h"
#include "FluidStructureParameters.h"

using std::cout;
using std::cin;
using std::endl;
using std::string;

// Define u_0 here
class FluidInitialVelocity : public DifferentiableFunction1D
{
public:

virtual double operator () (double x) const
{ return 0.0; }

virtual double operator () (double x, int derivative) const
{ return 0.0; }

};

// Define d_0 here
class StructureInitialDisplacement : public DifferentiableFunction1D
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{
public:

virtual double operator () (double x) const
{ return 0.0; }

virtual double operator () (double x, int derivative) const
{ return 0.0; }

};

// Define d_-1 here
class StructurePreviousDisplacement : public DifferentiableFunction1D
{
public:

virtual double operator () (double x) const
{ return 0.0; }

virtual double operator () (double x, int derivative) const
{ return 0.0; }

};

class FluidPulseForce : public DynamicFunction1D
{
public:

FluidPulseForce(double t = 0.0)
: DynamicFunction1D(t) {};

virtual double operator () (double x) const
{

return 0.0;
// This code should be replaced with
// a problem-appropriate definition.

}
};

class StructurePulseForce : public DynamicFunction1D
{
public:

StructurePulseForce(double t = 0.0)
: DynamicFunction1D(t) {}

virtual double operator () (double x) const
{

return 0.0;
// This code should be replaced with
// a problem-appropriate definition.

}
};

// *** MAIN ROUTINE ***

void FluidStructureProblem()
{

const int numTimeSteps(int( (finalTimeValue
+ 1.0e-10 -initialTimeValue) / timeStepSize));

const double delta_t(timeStepSize);

// Set up boundary operators and conditions
// Fluid: u(0) = 0
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IntMatrix bcFluid(2, 1);
bcFluid.setEntry(0, 0, LeftBoundary);
bcFluid.setEntry(1, 0, 0);
BoundaryOperator1D bOpFluid(bcFluid);
Vector fluidBCs(1, 0.0);

// Structure: d(2) = 0
IntMatrix bcStructure(2, 1);
bcStructure.setEntry(0, 0, RightBoundary);
bcStructure.setEntry(1, 0, 0);
BoundaryOperator1D bOpStructure(bcStructure);
Vector structureBCs(1, 0.0);

// *** Solve the problem ***
double gammaN(initialGamma);

// External forces
FluidPulseForce f;
StructurePulseForce g;

// Set solution variables to initial states
DifferentiableFunction1D* p_uN(

new FluidInitialVelocity);
DifferentiableFunction1D* p_dN(

new StructureInitialDisplacement);
DifferentiableFunction1D* p_dNminusOne(

new StructurePreviousDisplacement);

double timeValue(initialTimeValue);

// Create quadrature object for maximum polynomial degree
Quadrature quad( (pDegreeFluid > pDegreeStructure) ?

2 * (pDegreeFluid + 1) : 2 * (pDegreeStructure + 1));

// Build reference elements
HermiteCkReferenceElement1D refElFluid(pDegreeFluid,

kContinuityFluid);
HermiteCkReferenceElement1D refElStructure(pDegreeStructure,

kContinuityStructure);

// Create finite element space for the structure.
Mesh domainStructure(Interval(1.0, 2.0),

numElementsStructure, UniformMesh);
FiniteElementSpace1D feSpaceStructure(domainStructure,

&refElStructure);

// Set structure bilinear form - never changes
StructureBilinearForm Bs(elasticity, delta_t);

// **** MAIN LOOP OVER TIME STEPS *****
for (int timeStepNumber = 1; timeStepNumber <= numTimeSteps;

timeStepNumber++)
{

// Set current time value in the dynamic functions
f.setTime(timeValue + delta_t);
g.setTime(timeValue + delta_t);
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// Set up Fluid Finite Element Space
Mesh domainFluid(Interval(0.0, gammaN), numElementsFluid,

UniformMesh);
FiniteElementSpace1D feSpaceFluid(domainFluid,

&refElFluid);

// Note number of DOFs in fluid space, use this as an
// offset into global DOF numbers in the global stiffness
// matrix and global load vector
const int structureDOFoffset(feSpaceFluid.numDOFs());

// Compute interface position at next time step
const double gammaNplusOne(gammaN + delta_t *

p_uN->operator ()(gammaN));

// Set up grid velocity function, mesh characteristic, and
// fluid bilinear form
GridVelocityFunction w_N(gammaN,

p_uN->operator ()(gammaN));
FluidMeshCharacteristic characteristic(w_N, delta_t);
FluidBilinearForm Bf(p_uN, w_N, viscosity, delta_t);

// Set up right - hand sides
StructureTimeDiscreteLoadFunction g_star(p_dN,

p_dNminusOne, &g, delta_t);
StructureLinearFunctional Fs(&g_star, elasticity,

delta_t);
FluidTimeDiscreteLoadFunction f_star(p_uN, &f,

characteristic);
FluidLinearFunctional Ff(&f_star, p_uN, w_N, viscosity,

delta_t);

// Set up matrix system
SparseMatrix structureStiffness(

feSpaceStructure.stiffness(&Bs, &quad));
SparseMatrix fluidStiffness(

feSpaceFluid.stiffness(&Bf, &quad));
Vector structureLoad(

feSpaceStructure.load(&Fs, &quad));
Vector fluidLoad(

feSpaceFluid.load(&Ff, &quad));

// Impose boundary conditions
bOpStructure.applyBCs(structureStiffness, structureLoad,

&feSpaceStructure, structureBCs);
bOpFluid.applyBCs(fluidStiffness, fluidLoad,

&feSpaceFluid, fluidBCs);

// Assemble global system
const int numFluidDOFs(feSpaceFluid.numDOFs());
const int numStructureDOFs(feSpaceStructure.numDOFs());
int numDOFs( numFluidDOFs + numStructureDOFs );
SparseMatrix globalStiffness(numDOFs, numDOFs);
for (int i = 0; i < numFluidDOFs; i++)

for (int j = 0; j < numFluidDOFs; j++)
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globalStiffness.setEntry(
i,j,fluidStiffness.entry(i,j));

for (int i = 0; i < numStructureDOFs; i++)
for (int j = 0; j < numStructureDOFs; j++)

globalStiffness.setEntry(
i+structureDOFoffset, j+structureDOFoffset,
structureStiffness.entry(i,j));

Vector globalLoad(numDOFs);
for (int i = 0; i < numFluidDOFs; i++)

globalLoad[i] = fluidLoad[i];
for (int i = 0; i < numStructureDOFs; i++)

globalLoad[i+structureDOFoffset] = structureLoad[i];

// Impose interface conditions
int fluidInterfaceDOF(feSpaceFluid.boundaryDOFNumber(

RightBoundary, 1));
int structureInterfaceDOF(

feSpaceStructure.boundaryDOFNumber(LeftBoundary, 1)
+ structureDOFoffset);

globalStiffness.addToEntry(fluidInterfaceDOF,
fluidInterfaceDOF, (viscosity * viscosity)

*fluxWeight);
globalStiffness.addToEntry(fluidInterfaceDOF,

structureInterfaceDOF, -(viscosity * elasticity)
*fluxWeight);

globalStiffness.addToEntry(structureInterfaceDOF,
structureInterfaceDOF, (elasticity * elasticity)

*fluxWeight);
globalStiffness.addToEntry(structureInterfaceDOF,

fluidInterfaceDOF, -(elasticity * viscosity)
*fluxWeight);

int fluidVelocityDOF(feSpaceFluid.boundaryDOFNumber(
RightBoundary, 0));

int structureVelocityDOF(
feSpaceStructure.boundaryDOFNumber(LeftBoundary, 0)

+ structureDOFoffset);

globalStiffness.addToEntry(fluidVelocityDOF,
fluidVelocityDOF, velocityWeight*1.0);

globalStiffness.addToEntry(fluidVelocityDOF,
structureVelocityDOF, velocityWeight* -1.0/delta_t);

globalStiffness.addToEntry(structureVelocityDOF,
structureVelocityDOF, velocityWeight

* 1.0/(delta_t*delta_t));
globalStiffness.addToEntry(structureVelocityDOF,

fluidVelocityDOF, velocityWeight* -1.0/delta_t);
globalLoad[fluidVelocityDOF] -= 1.0/delta_t

* p_dN->operator() (1.0) * velocityWeight;
globalLoad[structureVelocityDOF] += 1.0 /

(delta_t*delta_t) * p_dN->operator() (1.0)
* velocityWeight;
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// Solve the global system and create domain solutions
Vector globalSolution(

globalStiffness.solveConjugateGradient(globalLoad));
Vector fluidSolution(numFluidDOFs);
for (int i = 0; i < numFluidDOFs; i++)

fluidSolution[i] = globalSolution[i];
Vector structureSolution(numStructureDOFs);
for (int i = 0; i < numStructureDOFs; i++)

structureSolution[i] =
globalSolution[i+structureDOFoffset];

// **** Update the finite element variables ****

// Structure solution
delete p_dNminusOne;
p_dNminusOne = p_dN;
p_dN = new FiniteElementVariable1D(feSpaceStructure,

structureSolution);

// Fluid solution
delete p_uN;
FiniteElementVariable1D uBarNplusOne(feSpaceFluid,

fluidSolution);
p_uN = new FluidVelocityVariable1D(uBarNplusOne,

characteristic);

// Update interface position
gammaN = gammaNplusOne;

// Check for degeneracy
if (gammaN < 0.0)

gammaN = 0.0;
if (gammaN > 2.0)

gammaN = 2.0;

// Update time value
timeValue += delta_t;

// POSTPROCESSING CODE HERE FOR EACH TIME STEP

} // End of main time-stepping loop

// POSTPROCESSING CODE HERE FOR FINAL TIME STEP

delete p_uN;
delete p_dNminusOne;
delete p_dN;

}

In the postprocessing blocks near the end of the above procedure, the approx-

imation variable pointers p uN and p dN are evaluated as any other pointer to a

DifferentiableFunction1D. This usage is detailed in the appendix.
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CHAPTER V

COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS

Using the implementation described in Chapter IV, we present computational

experiments which verify the validity of the method as well as demonstrating h and

p convergence. The significance of the k parameter will also become apparent. For

the choice of parameters given by µ = 2 and ν(t) = µt(1 − 1
2
sin(πt)), we consider an

exact solution given by

u(t, x) =
−πx cos(πt)

2 − sin(πt)

d(t, x) =
1

2
x(x− 2) sin(πxt)

γ(t) = 1 −
1

2
sin(πt)

for which the corresponding f and g can be readily computed.

In the study presented here, we have enforced the fluid-structure interfacing con-

ditions using an explicit alternating solution method. In a forthcoming paper [21] we

will compare these results with those utilizing a least-squares interfacing method.

First, we present in Table 5.1 the L2 and H1 relative errors in both the fluid and

structure domains in a ∆t-convergence study. For this test, we have chosen to fix

h = .1, p = 3 and k = 2. The results, which can be visually discerned in Figures 5.1

and 5.2 for the fluid and structure domains, respectively, indicate that the method is

first-order convergent in ∆t as predicted by theory.

Next, in Table 5.2, we present the numerical data from an h-convergence study,

where we observe the reduction in errors due to refinement of the computational mesh.

For this study, we have fixed the time step ∆t = .0001, the polynomial degree p = 3,

and the smoothness parameter k = 2. The graph in Figure 5.3 demonstrates the

h-convergence of relative L2 and H1 errors in the fluid domain, and we see a similar

convergence of errors in the structure domain in Figure 5.4.
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∆t ||uEX−uh||
||uEX || L2(0,ΓN )

||uEX−uh||
||uEX || H1(0,ΓN )

||dEX−dh||
||dEX || L2(1,2)

||dEX−dh||
||dEX || H1(1,2)

.1 .287876 .271864 .245333 .129678

.01 .028677 .026783 .031214 .016362

.001 .002521 .002441 .001874 .002525

.0001 .000228 .000601 .001723 .002126

Table 5.1: ∆t Convergence.
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Figure 5.1: ∆t Convergence of Errors in the Fluid Domain

The data from a p-convergence study can be seen in Table 5.3. In this test, we

have fixed the time step ∆t = .001, the mesh parameter h = .5, and the smoothness

parameter k = 2. The graphs in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 demostrate the reduction of errors

in each of the physical subdomains when the polynomial degree of approximation is

increased.

Finally, we present in Tables 5.4 and 5.5 a study which demonstrates the predicted

effect of varying the smoothness parameter k, that is, a decrease in the error when
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Figure 5.2: ∆t Convergence of Errors in the Structure Domain

h ||uEX−uh||
||uEX || L2(0,ΓN )

||uEX−uh||
||uEX || H1(0,ΓN )

||dEX−dh||
||dEX || L2(1,2)

||dEX−dh||
||dEX || H1(1,2)

1/2 .015139 .019181 .132477 .191647

1/4 .007538 .007197 .107175 .026229

1/8 .001403 .002345 .003445 .004327

1/16 .000323 .000317 .000329 .000562

1/32 .000296 .000277 .000262 .000178

Table 5.2: h Convergence.

compared across equal degrees of freedom, by a constant factor corresponding to the

increase in k. This effect is clearly visible in the graphs in Figures 5.7 and 5.8. When

one considers the error versus degrees of freedom as a measure of the efficiency of

a numerical method, we plainly see that considering k as an independent parameter

in the approximation space increases the economy of the underlying finite element

method.
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Figure 5.3: h Convergence of Errors in the Fluid Domain
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Figure 5.4: h Convergence of Errors in the Structure Domain
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p ||uEX−uh||
||uEX || L2(0,ΓN )

||uEX−uh||
||uEX || H1(0,ΓN )

||dEX−dh||
||dEX || L2(1,2)

||dEX−dh||
||dEX || H1(1,2)

3 .136799 .154088 .106111 .165022

4 .017769 .017363 .039789 .036635

5 .013856 .013585 .005672 .008388

6 .002385 .002222 .004028 .001970

Table 5.3: p Convergence.
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Figure 5.5: p Convergence of Errors in the Fluid Domain
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Figure 5.6: p Convergence of Errors in the Structure Domain

k = 2 p = 5

h DOFs ||uEX−uh||
||uEX || L2(0,ΓN )

||uEX−uh||
||uEX || H1(0,ΓN )

||dEX−dh||
||dEX || L2(1,2)

||dEX−dh||
||dEX || H1(1,2)

.5 20 .013855 .0135845 .00567666 .00838781

.33 28 .00399984 .00374335 .00378734 .00214886

.25 36 .00299189 .00278754 .0034548 .00178281

.143 60 .00275696 .00257649 .00332242 .0017134

.125 68 .00275061 .00257117 .00332297 .0017135

Table 5.4: k Parameter Study, k = 2.
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k = 3 p = 5

h DOFs ||uEX−uh||
||uEX || L2(0,ΓN )

||uEX−uh||
||uEX || H1(0,ΓN )

||dEX−dh||
||dEX || L2(1,2)

||dEX−dh||
||dEX || H1(1,2)

.5 18 .0220192 .0216572 .00810374 .0142676

.33 24 .00392112 .00365733 .00442641 .0025992

.25 30 .00271213 .00272004 .00381701 .00190795

.143 48 .0017579 .00192507 .00502696 .00229887

.125 54 .00146249 .00143709 .00508816 .0021496

Table 5.5: k Parameter Study, k = 3.
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Figure 5.7: Reduction of Errors by k Enhancement in the Fluid Domain
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this dissertation, we have presented the h − p− k version of the least squares

finite element method, demonstrated its utility in modeling a large class of physical

problems, and outlined an object-oriented software framework for applications of the

method to many of those problems including multiphysical interactions across materi-

ally heterogeneous subdomains. We computationally verified error convergence rates

of an implementation for a one-dimensional fluid-structure interaction problem using

an Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian method to allow for a moving, nondegenerating

computational mesh.

Current and future projects include the implementation of Ck space-time finite

elements, extensions allowing for non-L2 load functions, and the implementation of

optimal control techniques. The forthcoming revision of the component library pre-

sented in this dissertation will incorporate genericity in the spirit of the C++ Stan-

dard Template Library (STL) to increase its simplicity, utility, and extensibility. We

are also extending the theory of the one-dimensional fluid-structure interaction to

higher space dimensions, allowing for the possibilities of nonconforming meshes along

material interfaces, and distorted mesh elements due to velocity direction differences

between distant mesh nodes. These issues will have to be resolved while enforcing

derivative matching to maintain global smoothness properties.
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APPENDIX A

MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES

A.1 Normed Spaces

We use standard notations for normed spaces. In particular,

||f ||H0(Ω) = ||f ||L2(Ω) =

∫

Ω

f 2 dΩ

is the space of square-integrable functions on a domain Ω, and

||f ||Hk(Ω) =

k
∑

i=0

∣

∣

∣

∣f (i)
∣

∣

∣

∣

H0(Ω)

where f (i) denotes the ith derivative of f .

A.2 Schwarz Inequality

For functions f and g in a normed space, where the norm ||·|| is induced by an

inner product (·, ·),

|(f, g)| 6 ||f || ||g||
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APPENDIX B

PRACTICAL LIBRARY USAGE

B.1 Adapting the Component Library for Use with Industry Standard Parallel

Numerical Libraries

With the use of wrapper classes along with a high-performance code optimizer, the

component library can be integrated with state-of-the-art packages such as PETSc

[13] and libMesh [5]. Extensions of the component library are forthcoming, but the

interested individual is encouraged to pursue the topic independently.
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APPENDIX C

COMPONENT LIBRARY USER MANUAL

There are several interrelated mathematical concepts in finite element software.

By representing these concepts as class hierarchies, we develop the ability to express

code in a form which more closely resembles the mathematical style of an algorithm.

The polymorphic approach allows for maximum flexibility of the library as-is, and for

relatively cheap upgrading and enhancement of capabilities in the future.

Class descriptions and interfaces are followed by code samples demonstrating the

use of each type of component.

Basic Numerical Classes

The lowest level of components are the basic indexers, found in “Indexer.h”.

The IntVector and IntMatrix classes provide basic integer indexing in one- and two-

dimensional forms, respectively. These classes are used to map local DOFs to their

global counterparts, keep track of element orderings, and other miscellaneous tasks.

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// class IntVector
// Represents an integer vector for indexing purposes

class IntVector
{
public:

IntVector(int numberOfComponents = 0, int uniformFill = 0);
IntVector(const IntVector& copy);
virtual ~IntVector();
IntVector& operator = (const IntVector& copy);

// Component reference
int& operator [] (int componentIndex);
const int& operator [] (int componentIndex) const;

int size() const
{ return m_size; }

// Append newValue to end; augments size
void append(int newValue);

// Remove component at specified index; reduces size
void remove(int componentIndex);
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private:
int m_size; // Number of components
int* mp_component; // Pointer to components

};
// Standard output
std::ostream& operator << (std::ostream&, const IntVector&);

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// class IntMatrix
// Represents an integer matrix for indexing purposes

class IntMatrix
{
public:

IntMatrix(int numberOfRows = 0, int numberOfColumns = 0,
int uniformFill = 0);

IntMatrix(const IntMatrix& copy);
virtual ~IntMatrix();
IntMatrix& operator = (const IntMatrix& copy);

int rows() const
{ return m_rows; }

int columns() const
{ return m_columns; }

// Get component row
IntVector row(int rowIndex) const;

// Get component entry
int entry(int rowIndex, int columnIndex) const;

// Set component entry
void setEntry(int rowIndex, int columnIndex, int entryValue);

private:
int m_rows; // Number of rows
int m_columns; // Number of columns
IntVector** mp_component; // Pointer to components

};
// Standard output
std::ostream& operator << (std::ostream&, const IntMatrix&);

Sample Code: The following creates an IntMatrix object named IM1, consisting

of 3 rows and 5 columns uniformly filled with values of 1.0, then sets the entry in

the second row, third column (where we adhere to the C++ zero-based indexing

standard) to a value of 3.14. Finally, IM1 is output to the console.

#include <iostream>
#include "Indexer.h"

IntMatrix IM1(3, 5, 1.0);
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IM1.setEntry(1, 2, 3.14);
std::cout << IM1 << std::endl;

Linear Algebra

The foundation of any numerical simulation software is a robust package of linear

algebraic structures and algorithms. While we have chosen to implement a basic pack-

age of such routines here for pedagogical purposes, the integration of the remainder

of the library with well-established industry standard linear algebra packages such

as ScaLAPACK [28] or PETSc [13] presents minimal complications to the interested

individual.

The linear solution algorithms are written in terms of the Vector class and the

abstract Matrix class, for which a full set of standard matrix and vector operators is

defined. DenseMatrix and SparseMatrix subclasses provide efficient implementations

of storage and matrix-vector multiplication. This configuration allows for the addi-

tion of other implementations of matrices, i.e., banded and specially-structured finite

element matrices, while utilizing the same overall algorithmic structures. In addition,

we are currently working on implementing a DistributedMatrix class for use in MPI-

based parallel computing. For this class, submatrices are constructed, stored and

utilized directly by the processes that use them. The global matrix is never assem-

bled, and this results in a dramatic decrease in message-passing between processes.

This class will appear in the parallel version of the library, which is forthcoming.

The linear algebra collection of components can be found in the header file “Ma-

trix.h”.

/////////////////////////////////////////////
// class Vector
// Represents a mathematical vector u = [u_i]
// of double-precision components

class Vector
{
public:

Vector(int numberOfComponents = 0, double uniformFill = 0.0);
Vector(const Vector& copy);
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virtual ~Vector();

// Component reference
double& operator [] (int componentIndex);
const double& operator [] (int componentIndex) const;

Vector& operator = (const Vector& copy);
Vector& operator += (const Vector&);
Vector& operator -= (const Vector&);
friend Vector operator + (const Vector& v) { return v; }
friend Vector operator - (const Vector& v)

{ return Vector(v.m_size, 0.0) - v; }
friend Vector operator + (const Vector&, const Vector&);
friend Vector operator - (const Vector&, const Vector&);
friend Vector operator * (const Vector&, double);
friend Vector operator * (double, const Vector&);
friend Vector operator / (const Vector&, double);

friend double dotProduct(const Vector&, const Vector&);
friend Vector componentwiseProduct(const Vector&,

const Vector&);

int size() const { return m_size; }
double twoNorm() const;
double maxNorm() const;

// Append newValue to end; augments size
void append(double newValue);

// Remove component at specified index; reduces size
void remove(int componentIndex);

private:
int m_size; // Number of components
double* mp_component; // Pointer to components

};
// Standard output
std::ostream& operator << (std::ostream&, const Vector&);

Sample Code: The following creates a Vector object named V1, consisting of 7

components, uniformly filled with the default value of 0.0, then sets the entry in the

second component to a value of 3.14. Finally, V1 is output to the console.

#include <iostream>
#include "Matrix.h"

Vector V1(7);
V1[1] = 3.14;
std::cout << V1 << std::endl;
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Next we have the Matrix interface class and its derived implementations. Sample

code follows the collection of matrix types.

///////////////////////////////////
// class Matrix
// Abstract base class for matrices
class Matrix
{
public:

Matrix(int numberOfRows = 0, int numberOfColumns = 0);
virtual ~Matrix(){}

// Matrix-Vector multiplication - ABSTRACT
virtual Vector multiply(const Vector&) const = 0;

int rows() const { return m_rows; }
int columns() const { return m_columns; }

// Get component entry - ABSTRACT
virtual double entry(int rowIndex, int columnIndex) const = 0;

// Set component entry - ABSTRACT
virtual void setEntry(int rowIndex, int columnIndex,

double entryValue) = 0;

// Add to component entry - ABSTRACT
virtual void addToEntry(int rowIndex, int columnIndex,

double addThisAmount) = 0;

// Solve linear system Ax=b via conjugate-gradient method
// A = this Matrix object
// b = Vector input
// x = Vector returned
// The conjugate gradient method assumes square symmetric
// positive-definite matrix
Vector solveConjugateGradient(const Vector& b) const;

protected:
int m_rows; // Number of rows
int m_columns; // Number of columns

};

// Forward declaration
class SparseMatrix;

/////////////////////////////////////
// class DenseMatrix
// Standard fully-stored array matrix

class DenseMatrix : public Matrix
{
public:

DenseMatrix(int numberOfRows = 0, int numberOfColumns = 0,
double uniformFill = 0.0);
DenseMatrix(const DenseMatrix& copy);
virtual ~DenseMatrix();
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// Construct from sparse matrix - for easy diagnostic output
// during testing
DenseMatrix(const SparseMatrix& sparseCopy);

DenseMatrix& operator = (const DenseMatrix& copy);
virtual Vector multiply(const Vector&) const;
virtual double entry(int rowIndex, int columnIndex) const;

// Get component row
Vector row(int rowIndex) const;

// Set component entry
virtual void setEntry(int rowIndex, int columnIndex,

double entryValue);

// Add to component entry
virtual void addToEntry(int rowIndex, int columnIndex,

double addThisAmount);

// Transpose of self
DenseMatrix transpose() const;

private:
Vector** mp_component; // Pointer to the components

};
// Standard output
std::ostream& operator << (std::ostream&, const DenseMatrix&);

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// class SparseMatrixRow
// Represents a row of a sparse matrix of double-precision
// components, only nonzeros stored

class SparseMatrixRow
{
// Constructor - empty by default. Can be passed IntVector and
// Vector of same size describing the row - e.g.,
// [1,4,7] and [-2.5, 4.1, 0.0] represent the following row whose
// size must be AT LEAST 7, but can possibly be higher. The row
// does not track its real size, only its highest nonzero
// column index.
// [0.0, -2.5, 0.0, 0.0, 4.1, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0]
// Upon completion of construction, the actual storage will be
// only 2 entries.
public:

SparseMatrixRow(const IntVector& columns = IntVector(0),
const Vector& entries = Vector(0));

virtual ~SparseMatrixRow(){}

// Matrix row - Vector multiplication
double multiply(const Vector&) const;

int numNonzeros() const { return m_column.size(); }

// Component entry in prescribed column - returns 0.0 if
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// entry absent
double entry(int column) const;

// Get the indexed nonzero column number
int nonzeroColumn(int index) const;

// Get the indexed nonzero component entry
double nonzeroEntry(int index) const;

// Add to component entry - create if absent
void addToEntry(int column, double addThisAmount);

// Set component entry - creates if absent, deletes if 0.0
void setEntry(int column, double entryValue);

private:
// Remove zero entries if present
void condense();

protected:
int m_nonzeros; // Number of nonzeros
IntVector m_column; // Column indices
Vector m_entry; // Entry values

};
// Standard output
std::ostream& operator << (std::ostream&, const SparseMatrixRow&);

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// class SparseMatrix
// Represents a sparse matrix of double-precision components,
// only nonzeros stored

class SparseMatrix : public Matrix
{
public:

SparseMatrix(int numberOfRows = 0, int numberOfColumns = 0);
SparseMatrix(const SparseMatrix& copy);
virtual ~SparseMatrix();
SparseMatrix& operator = (const SparseMatrix& copy);
virtual Vector multiply(const Vector&) const;
virtual double entry(int rowIndex, int columnIndex) const;
virtual void setEntry(int rowIndex, int columnIndex,

double entryValue);
virtual void addToEntry(int rowIndex, int columnIndex,

double addThisAmount);

// Get number of nonzero entries
int numNonzeros() const;

// Get component row
SparseMatrixRow row(int rowIndex) const;

private:
SparseMatrixRow* mp_component; // Pointer to component rows

};
// Standard output
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std::ostream& operator << (std::ostream&, const SparseMatrix&);

Sample Code: The following creates a SparseMatrix object named SM1, consist-

ing of 2 rows by 7 columns. SparseMatrix objects are constructed as having a size

specification, but empty (entirely zero) The value of the third entry in the first row

is augmented by 3.14. Finally the product of SM1 with the vector V1 defined in the

last sample code section is output to the console.

#include <iostream>
#include "Matrix.h"

SparseMatrix SM1(2,7);
SM1.addToEntry(0, 2, 3.14);
std::cout << SM1.multiply(V1) << std::endl;

The last component of the linear algebra collection is the LUDecomp class, rep-

resenting an LU decomposed square invertible matrix. The Backsubstitute() method

provides for efficient solutions for multiple right-hand side vectors.

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// class LUDecomp
// Responsible for creating, storing, and utilizing an
// LU Decomposition

class LUDecomp
{
public:

LUDecomp(const DenseMatrix& A); // Created from square
// nonsingular dense matrix

virtual ~LUDecomp(){}

// Copy of original matrix
DenseMatrix fullMatrix() const { return m_A; }

double determinant() const { return m_determinant; }

// Backsubstitute with vector b to obtain solution x to
LUx=b <==> Ax=b

Vector backSubstitute(const Vector& b) const;

// Improvement of a solution via residual method -
// Repairs solution to full machine precision
Vector improveSolution(const Vector& b, const Vector& x) const;

// Inverse(LU) = Inverse(A)
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DenseMatrix inverse() const;

private:
DenseMatrix m_A; // Copy of original matrix
DenseMatrix m_LUMatrix; // Storage of LU Decomposition

// in a single matrix.
IntVector m_permutation; // Vector of row permutations
double m_parity; // Parity of row interchanges
double m_determinant; // Determinant of the matrix

};

Sample Code: The following creates a DenseMatrix object named DM1, consisting

of size rows by size columns, uniformly filled with the default 0.0. The diagonal

entries are filled with their row numbers plus one. A LUDecomp object names LU1

is constructed from DM1, and the solution of the system with the vector VRHS is

output to the console.

#include <iostream>
#include "Matrix.h"

int size(10);
DenseMatrix DM1(size, size);
for (int i = 0; i < size; i++)

for (int j = i; j < size; j++)
DM1.setEntry(i, j, i+j);

DM1.setentry(size-1, 0, 1); /* Makes DM1 nontriangular */
LUDecomp LU1(DM1);
Vector VRHS(size, 3.14);
std::cout << LU1.backSubstitute(VRHS) << std::endl;

Functions

The fundamental component of the toolkit is the single variable function, whose

only capability is that of returning a numeric value based on an input of x-coordinate.

This component is the class Function1D which serves as the base class for all repre-

sentations of mathematical functions.

The primary capabilities necessary beyond this point include the ability to change

that definition based upon a time parameter, embodied in the class DynamicFunc-

tion1D, and that of evaluating spatial derivatives for the class DifferentiableFunc-

tion1D.
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Figure 0.1: Function Class Hierarchy

////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// class Function1D
// abstract base class for single-variable functions

class Function1D
{
public:

virtual ~Function1D(){}

// Function evaluation - returns function value at
// specified x-coordinate - ABSTRACT
virtual double operator () (double x) const = 0;

};

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// class DynamicFunction1D
// base class for representing dynamic functions f(t,x)
// as f_t(x) during a fixed time-step t, which is adjustable
// between uses of the function

class DynamicFunction1D : public Function1D
{
public:

DynamicFunction1D(double t = 0.0);

virtual void setTime(double t)
{ m_t = t; }
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protected:
double m_t; // Current t value

};

////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// class DifferentiableFunction1D
// abstract base class for single-variable functions
// which have derivatives defined

class DifferentiableFunction1D : public Function1D
{
public:

// Derivative evaluation - returns specified derivative of
// function evaluated at specified x-coordinate - ABSTRACT
virtual double operator () (double x,

int derivative = 0) const = 0;
};

Sample Code: The following defines a class inherited from DifferentiableFunc-

tion1D, creates an object of this class, and outputs a set of point values of the function

and its first through third derivatives to the console for varying values of a parameter.

The particular function we have chosen to implement is sin(Cx), as this demonstrates

customizing inherited classes by adding parameters to the base definition, as well as

nontrivial definitions for the derivatives.

#include "Function.h"

class SinCX : public DifferentiableFunction1D
{
public:

SinCX(double C) : c(C) {}
// Constructor sets c to initialization parameter.

virtual double operator (double x) const
{

return this->operator(x, 0);
// Derivative definition can frequently be re-used.

}

virtual double operator (double x, int derivative) const
{

int sign(1);
bool TrigFunctionIsSin(true);

switch(derivative % 4)
{
case 0:

TrigFunctionIsSin = 1;
sign = 1;
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break;
case 1:

TrigFunctionIsSin = -1;
sign = 1;
break;

case 2:
TrigFunctionIsSin = 1;
sign = -1;
break;

case 3:
TrigFunctionIsSin = -1;
sign = -1;
break;

}
return sign * pow(c, derivative)

* ( TrigFunctionIsSin ? sin( c * x ) : cos( c * x ) );
}

double c; // Parameter C in the function
};

SinCX mySinFunc(2); // C = 2 in function definition.
double x(3.14);

for (int i = 0; i < 4; i++)
std::cout << "my function with c = " << mySinFunc.c

<< ", derivative " << i << ", evaluated at x = " << x << " is "
<< mySinFunc(i,x) << std::endl;

mySinFunc.c = 4; // Now C = 4.

for (int i = 0; i < 4; i++)
std::cout << "my function with c = " << mySinFunc.c

<< ", derivative " << i << ", evaluated at x = " << x << " is "
<< mySinFunc(i,x) << std::endl;

Polynomials serve as the workhorse for the bulk of computations in our particular

finite element implementation, and as such they require optimal evaluation procedures

and are treated specially. As a particular implementation of the DifferentiableFunc-

tion1D class, a polynomial has a data representation as a vector of its coefficients.

The evaluation capability required by the Function1D interface is provided for by

the method of synthetic division. Differentiation is provided for by nested definition,

i.e., upon construction of the polynomial, the polynomial creates its own derivative

as a polynomial object. This nested construction is halted when a polynomial in

this chain is a constant function, wherein the derivative is constructed as a Zero-

Function1D object. A call to a Polynomial1D object for an evaluation of its third

derivative results in the polynomial passing the call through a chain of three other
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Polynomial1D objects. For our particular purposes, this is sufficiently efficient, as

the polynomial objects themselves are relatively low in number, being constructed

only initially on the reference domain, and repeated evaluations at quadrature nodes

can be stored by other modules when necessary. In addition, the derivative functions

themselves retain all the capabilities of DifferentiableFunction1D, being easily utilized

by integrators and differential operators in a natural way.

//////////////////////////////////////////
// class Polynomial1D
// Represents a polynomial in one variable

class Polynomial1D : public DifferentiableFunction1D
{
// Constructor - coefficients ordered by increasing power.
// coefficient[0] is constant term,
// coefficient[1] is linear term,
// coefficient[2] is quadratic term, etc...
// All leading zeros are deleted. A zero polynomial (one
// with no coefficients) receives special treatment in algorithms.
public:

Polynomial1D(const Vector& coefficients = Vector(0));
Polynomial1D(const Polynomial1D& copy);
virtual ~Polynomial1D();

int degree() const
{ return (m_coefficients.size() > 0) ?

(m_coefficients.size()) : (0); }

Polynomial1D& operator = (const Polynomial1D& copy);

virtual double operator () (double x) const;

virtual double operator () (double x, int derivativeOrder) const;

// Returns derivative as a polynomial object.
Polynomial1D derivative(int derivativeOrder) const;

// Set coefficient vector - reinitializes derivatives
void setCoefficients(const Vector& coefficients);

// Standard output
friend std::ostream& operator << (std::ostream&,

const Polynomial1D&);

private:
Vector m_coefficients; // polynomial coefficients
Polynomial1D* mp_derivative; // pointer to derivative

};

Sample Code: The following defines a Polynomial1D object representing the func-
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tion p(x) = 4x3 + x2 + 1, then outputs this function and several of its derivatives to

the console.

#include <iostream>
#include "Function.h"

Vector coefficients c(4);
coefficients[3] = 4; coefficients[2] = coefficients[0] = 1;
Polynomial1D p(coefficients);
std::cout << "p(x) = " << p << std::endl;
for (int order = 1; order <= p.degree() + 1; order++)
{

std::cout << "derivative, order " << order << " = "
<< p.derivative(order) << std::endl;

}

The differential operator class is a base class holding a pointer to the function

on which it operates. The specific differential operators for a particular problem are

derived from this class. In this way, the DifferentialOperator1D class is used as an

interface to all algorithms using differential operators in a basic way.

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// class DifferentialOperator1D
// Abstract class for differentiable operator functions

class DifferentialOperator1D : public Function1D
{
// Constructor - receives a pointer to the operated upon
// function u
public:

DifferentialOperator1D(DifferentiableFunction1D* p_u);

// Data members
protected:

DifferentiableFunction1D* mp_u;
};

Sample Code: The following is a class definition for the differential operator repre-

senting u′′+u′+u. Note that the definition of the operator is provided by overloading

the function call () operator inherited from Function1D. The DifferentialOperator1D

base class merely holds the pointer to the operated upon function and ensures that

the function is differentiable, i.e., that it derives from DifferentiableFunction1D.
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class My_Differential_Operator : public DifferentialOperator1D
{
public:

My_Differential_Operator(DifferentiableFunction1D* p_u)
: DifferentialOperator1D(p_u) {}

virtual double operator () (double x) const
{

DifferentiableFunction1D* u = mp_u;
return u(x,2) + u(x,1) + u(x);

}
};

The ResidualFunction1D and ErrorFunction1D classes are used in error evalua-

tion. Because the ResidualFunction1D member functions are written in terms of the

generic DifferentialOperator1D class, this one definition serves for all problems. This

is a prime example of the polymorphic advantage. These functions are used in the

higher level error-evaluation routines.

/////////////////////////////////////////////
// class ResidualFunction1D
// Represents the residual Au-f in a solution

class ResidualFunction1D : public Function1D
{
// Constructor - receives pointers to differential operator
// function Au and load function f
public:

ResidualFunction1D(DifferentialOperator1D* p_Au,
Function1D* p_f);

virtual double operator () (double x) const;

private:
DifferentialOperator1D* mp_Au; // Pointer to differential

// operator function Au
Function1D* mp_f; // Pointer to load function f

};

//////////////////////////////////////////////////
// class ErrorFunction1D
// Represents (u_fe - u_exact) and its derivatives

class ErrorFunction1D : public DifferentiableFunction1D
{
// Constructor
public:

ErrorFunction1D(DifferentiableFunction1D* approximant,
DifferentiableFunction1D* exact);
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// Function evaluation
virtual double operator () (double x) const;

// Derivative evaluation
virtual double operator () (double x, int derivative = 0) const;

private:
DifferentiableFunction1D* mp_approx; // Pointer to the

// approximant
DifferentiableFunction1D* mp_exact; // Pointer to the

// exact solution
};

Finally, the ZeroFunction1D object is presented as an example of the occasional

need to make a simple idea fit into the general framework thus established.

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// class ZeroFunction1D
// Represents the constant zero function in one variable

class ZeroFunction1D : public DifferentiableFunction1D
{
public:

// Function evaluation
virtual double operator () (double /*x*/) const

{ return 0.0; }

// Derivative evaluation
virtual double operator () (double /*x*/,

int /*derivative*/ = 0) const
{ return 0.0; }

};

Meshes

This module provides for various meshes, i.e., uniform and geometric types, as well

as the basic definitions of intervals and the affine mappings between them, heavily

used in translation from global space to reference configurations.

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Mesh.h
// Interface of the Interval, AffineMapping and Mesh classes
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

#ifndef HEADER_MESH
#define HEADER_MESH

#include "Matrix.h"
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#include <iostream>

///////////////////////////////////////
// enum Support1D
// Represent the possible support types

enum Support1D
{

LeftSupport = 0,
RightSupport = 1,
InternalSupport = 2

};

/////////////////////////////////////////
// class Interval
// Represents an interval of real numbers

class Interval
{
public:

Interval(double leftEndpoint = -1.0,
double rightEndpoint = 1.0);

virtual ~Interval(){}

double left() const { return m_left; }
double right() const { return m_right; }
double length() const { return m_length; }

private:
double m_left;
double m_right;
double m_length;

};
// Standard output
std::ostream& operator << (std::ostream&, const Interval&);

////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// class AffineMapping
// Represents an affine mapping between 1D intervals

class AffineMapping
{
public:

AffineMapping(Interval X, Interval Xi);
virtual ~AffineMapping(){}

Interval xInterval() const { return m_x; }
Interval xiInterval() const { return m_xi; }

double jacobianX2Xi() const { return m_x2xiJacobian; }
double jacobianXi2X() const { return m_xi2xJacobian; }

// Map point from X domain to reference Xi domain
double xi(double x) const;

// Map vector of points from X domain to Xi domain
Vector xi(const Vector& x) const;
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// Map point from reference Xi domain to X domain
double x(double xi) const;

// Map vector of points from X domain to Xi domain
Vector x(const Vector& xi) const;

private:
Interval m_x;
Interval m_xi;
double m_x2xiJacobian;
double m_xi2xJacobian;

};

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// enum MeshType
// Represent the types of meshes available

enum MeshType
{

UniformMesh = 0,
GeometricPackedLeft = 1,
GeometricPackedRight = 2

};

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// class Mesh
// Represents a partition of a one-dimensional domain into
// finite elements

class Mesh
{
// Constructor
// For geometric mesh types, ( 0 < geometricRatio < 1 ) is
// the ratio between lengths of adjacent elements.
// This parameter is unused for UniformMesh.
public:

Mesh(Interval meshInterval, int numberOfElements,
MeshType meshType, double geometricRatio = 0.5);

virtual ~Mesh(){}

int numNodes() const { return m_nodes.size(); }
int numElements() const { return m_nodes.size() - 1; }
Vector nodes() const { return m_nodes; }
double node(int index) const;

// Interval of the mesh
Interval interval() const
{ return Interval(m_nodes[0], m_nodes[m_nodes.size() - 1]); }

// Subinterval, indexed from left to right, index = 0 is
// first element
Interval subinterval(int index) const;

private:
void constructUniformMesh();
void constructGeometricPackedLeftMesh(double geometricRatio);
void constructGeometricPackedRightMesh(double geometricRatio);

Interval m_interval; // Mesh interval
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Vector m_nodes; // Mesh nodes
};
// Standard output
std::ostream& operator << (std::ostream&, const Mesh&);

#endif // HEADER_MESH

Sample Code: The following code assigns two variables, a and b, as the endpoints

of a problem domain, which are encapsulated in an Interval. A finite element mesh

consisting of 10 uniform elements is generated on the problem domain. We then ex-

plicitly generate an AffineMapping from the third element (index 2, left to right) onto

the standard reference element. The coordinate of the reference-mapped counterpart

of the left endpoint of this element is then displayed on the console.

#include <iostream>
#include "Mesh.h"

const double a = 0;
const double b = 1;
Interval problem_domain(a, b);
Mesh fe_mesh(problem_domain, 10, UniformMesh);
AffineMapping map(fe_mesh.subinterval(2), Interval(-1, 1));
std::cout << "The third node maps to " << map.xi(fe_mesh.node(2))

<< "on the reference element\n";

Operators

Complementary to the function hierarchy is the set of operators acting on those

functions, including point evaluation operators, integral operators and norms. For the

strong version of least squares finite element method, physical problems take the form

of classes derived from the interface types DifferentialOperator1D and BoundaryOp-

erator1D. Integration classes include Quadrature1D for integration of polynomials,

and Simpson1D for Simpson’s rule integration. Each object of these classes carries

its own accuracy criterion, be it the number of Gauss points or a user-defined toler-

ance. In this manner, algorithms themselves become easily substitutable objects in

the application framework.
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Figure 0.2: Operator Class Hierarchy

/////////////////////////////////////////
// Integration.h
// Interface of the integration classes
/////////////////////////////////////////

#ifndef HEADER_INTEGRATION
#define HEADER_INTEGRATION

#include "Mesh.h"
#include "Matrix.h"
#include "Function.h"

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// class Quadrature
// Responsible for integration via Gauss-Legendre quadrature
class Quadrature
{
public:

Quadrature(int numberOfNodes = 1);
virtual ~Quadrature(){}

int numNodes() const { return m_numNodes; }
Vector nodes() const { return m_nodes; }
Vector weights() const { return m_weights; }

// Vector of integration nodes mapped to the specified interval
Vector mappedNodes(Interval integrationInterval) const;
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// Get indexed node
double node(int index) const;

// Get indexed weight
double weight(int index) const;

// Integral of given Function1D over specified interval
double integral(const Function1D&, Interval) const;

// Integral of function, whose evaluations at the gauss
// nodes transformed to the interval of integration, and
// the length of the interval of integration are provided,
// used by efficient FE matrix construction modules
double integral(const Vector& nodalFunctionValues,

double intervalLength) const;

private:
int m_numNodes; // Number of nodes
Vector m_nodes; // Integration nodes
Vector m_weights; // Integration weights

};

Sample Code: The following code creates a Polynomial1D object representing the

function p(x) = x2 + 4x + 3. Then, a Quadrature object is created which uses ten

Gaussian quadrature points to compute an integral of this function over the interval

(2, 3.5). The nodes used for the integration can be explicitly reported, as shown.

#include <iostream>
#include "Function.h"
#include "Integration.h"

Vector coefficients(3);
coefficients[2] = 1;
coefficients[1] = 4;
coefficients[0] = 3;
Polynomial1D p(coefficients);
Quadrature quad(10);
Interval integration_interval(2.0, 3.5);
std::cout << "Integration nodes are: "

<< quad.mappedNodes(integration_interval) << std::endl;
std::cout << "Integral is: "

<< quad.integral(p,integration_interval) << std::endl;

The SimpsonIntegrator class offers integration of Function1D objects via Simp-

son’s method to within a user-specified tolerance. It also contains member functions

for computing some standard norms of Function1D objects.
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/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// class SimpsonIntegrator
// Evaluates integrals and norms of Function1D’s and
// DifferentiableFunction1D’s by Simpson’s rule. Primarily
// intended for error-evaluation purposes so as to be independent
// of the Gaussian quadrature used in FEM.

class SimpsonIntegrator
{
// Constructor - The maximum number of steps allowed is
// 2 to the power of (jMax - 1)
public:

SimpsonIntegrator(double tolerance = 1.0e-10, int jMax = 20);

void setjMax(int jMax)
{ m_jMax = jMax; }

void setTolerance(double tolerance)
{ m_tolerance = tolerance; }

double integral(Function1D* p_f,
const Interval& integrationInterval) const;

double L2Norm(Function1D* p_f,
const Interval& normInterval) const;

double L2NormSquared(Function1D* p_f,
const Interval& normInterval) const;

double HkNorm(int k, DifferentiableFunction1D* p_f,
const Interval& normInterval) const;

double HkNormSquared(int k, DifferentiableFunction1D* p_f,
const Interval& normInterval) const;

double HkSemiNorm(int k, DifferentiableFunction1D* p_f,
const Interval& normInterval) const;

double HkSemiNormSquared(int k, DifferentiableFunction1D* p_f,
const Interval& normInterval) const;

double infinityNormSquared(Function1D* p_f,
const Interval& normInterval, int numEvals = 1001);

double infinityNorm(Function1D* p_f,
const Interval& normInterval, int numEvals = 1001);

private:
// Workhorse of Simpson’s method integration
double trapezoid(Function1D* p_f,

Interval integrationInterval, int n) const;

int m_jMax;
double m_tolerance;

};
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#endif // HEADER_INTEGRATION

Sample Code: The following code defines a polynomial function p, as in the pre-

vious sample code, and computes the integral of p over (2, 3.5) using a SimpsonInte-

grator object, to within a tolerance of 0.00001. Also, the L2, H
1, and H2 norms of p

over the interval (2, 3.5) are computed and displayed.

#include <iostream>
#include "Function.h"
#include "Integration.h"

Vector coefficients(3);
coefficients[2] = 1;
coefficients[1] = 4;
coefficients[0] = 3;
Polynomial1D p(coefficients);
SimpsonIntegrator simp(1.0e-5);
Interval integration_interval(2.0, 3.5);
std::cout << "Integral is: "

<< simp.integral(&p, integration_interval) << std::endl;
std::cout << "L2 norm of p over (2, 3.5) is: "

<< simp.L2Norm(&p, integration_interval) << std::endl;
for (int i = 1; i <= 2; ++i)
std::cout << "H" << i << " norm of p over (2, 3.5) is: "

<< simp.HkNorm(i, &p, integration_interval) << std::endl;

The classes defined in “BoundaryValueProblem.h” are the fundamental build-

ing blocks for describing variational formulations of BVPs. Variational forms are

expressed in terms of a bilinear form, embodied in BilinearForm1D, and a linear

functional, embodied in LinearFunctional1D. These abstract classes simply define

the operator interfaces leaving all functionality to be specified through the creation

of derived classes.

Following each of the class interfaces presented here we also outline a series of user-

defined customizations in preparation for building a short application which solves

the simple BVP

−ǫu′′(x) + u(x) = 1

u(0) = u(1) = 0
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///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// BoundaryValueProblem.h
// Interfaces for the classes describing discrete versions of
// boundary value problems
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

#ifndef HEADER_BOUNDARYVALUEPROBLEM
#define HEADER_BOUNDARYVALUEPROBLEM

#include "Function.h"
#include "Mesh.h"
#include "Integration.h"
#include "Indexer.h"
#include "Matrix.h"

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// class BilinearForm1D
// Abstract class representing forms B(u,v) = integral
// [ A(u,v) ] dx for some bilinear differentiable operator A
// over to-be-specified intervals.

class BilinearForm1D
{
public:

virtual ~BilinearForm1D(){}

// Form evaluation
virtual double operator () (DifferentiableFunction1D* p_u,

DifferentiableFunction1D* p_v,
Interval formInterval,
Quadrature* pQuad) const = 0;

};

Sample Code: The bilinear form associated with a least-squares variational form

of our BVP can be found to be

a(u, v) =

∫ 1

0

(−ǫu′′ + u) (−ǫv′′ + v) dx

We thus define our bilinear form through the creation of the following class derived

from BilinearForm1D.

const double bvp_epsilon = 1.e-5;

class My_Bilinear_Form : public BilinearForm1D
{

double operator () (DifferentiableFunction1D* p_u,
DifferentiableFunction1D* p_v,
Interval formInterval,
Quadrature* pQuad) const;
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};

double My_Bilinear_Form::operator () (DifferentiableFunction1D* p_u,
DifferentiableFunction1D* p_v,
Interval formInterval,
Quadrature* pQuad) const

{
int numNodes( pQuad->numNodes() );
Vector nodes( pQuad->mappedNodes(formInterval) );
Vector evals( numNodes );
for (int i = 0; i < numNodes; ++i) {

double node = nodes[i];
double u = (*p_u)(node);
double u_double_prime = (*p_u)(node, 2);
double v = (*p_v)(node);
double v_double_prime = (*p_v)(node, 2);
evals[i] = ( ( - bvp_epsilon * u_double_prime + u ) *

( - bvp_epsilon * v_double_prime + v ) );
}
return pQuad->integral(evals, formInterval.length());

}

Now we present the LinearFunctional1D abstract class interface.

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// class LinearFunctional1D
// Abstract class representing forms
// F(v) = integral [f(x) * A(v(x))] dx for some linear
// differential operator A over to-be-specified intervals

class LinearFunctional1D
{
public:

LinearFunctional1D(Function1D* p_f);
virtual ~LinearFunctional1D(){}

// Form evaluation
virtual double operator () (DifferentiableFunction1D* p_v,

Interval formInterval,
Quadrature* pQuad) const = 0;

protected:
Function1D* mp_f; // Pointer to weight function f(x)

};

Sample Code: The linear functional associated with the least-squares variational

form of our BVP is

F (v) =

∫ 1

0

f (−ǫv′′ + v) dx
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We define our linear functional through the creation of the following class derived

from LinearFunctional1D.

// Our example RHS, f(x) = 1
double f(double x)
{

return 1.;
}

class My_Linear_Functional : public LinearFunctional1D
{

double operator () (DifferentiableFunction1D* p_v,
Interval formInterval,
Quadrature* pQuad) const;

};

double My_Linear_Functional::operator () (DifferentiableFunction1D* p_u,
DifferentiableFunction1D* p_v,
Interval formInterval,
Quadrature* pQuad) const

{
int numNodes( pQuad->numNodes() );
Vector nodes( pQuad->mappedNodes(formInterval) );
Vector evals( numNodes );
for (int i = 0; i < numNodes; ++i) {

double node = nodes[i];
double v = (*p_v)(node);
double v_double_prime = (*p_v)(node, 2);
evals[i] = f(node) * ( - bvp_epsilon * u_double_prime + u );

}
return pQuad->integral(evals, formInterval.length());

}

The Boundary1D enumeration and the BoundaryOperator1D class are the tools

for describing the boundary conditions on the domain of the problem.

////////////////////////////////////////
// enum Boundary1D
// Describes boundaries in one dimension

enum Boundary1D
{

LeftBoundary = 0,
RightBoundary = 1

};

class FiniteElementSpace1D; // Forward declaration

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// class BoundaryOperator1D
// Represents a form of boundary constraints, e.g.,
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// u(LEFT), u’(RIGHT), indicating that the function value
// will be fixed at the left endpoint and the function’s
// derivative will be fixed at the right endpoint.

class BoundaryOperator1D
{
// To construct a boundary operator, an IntMatrix
// specifying those conditions is supplied, sized 2 rows by
// NumBC columns. For example, to specify the boundary operator
// u(LEFT), u’(RIGHT), the supplied IntMatrix is as follows,
// where Row 1 corresponds to the order of derivative being
// constrained, 0 meaning the function itself is constrained.
// Row 0: LeftBoundary RightBoundary
// Row 1: 0 1
public:

BoundaryOperator1D(IntMatrix boundaryConstraints);
virtual ~BoundaryOperator1D(){}

// Number of boundary constraints
int numBCs() const { return m_numBCs; }

// Apply boundary conditions to stiffness matrix and load
// vector of a finite element linear system relative to a
// given finite element space
void applyBCs(SparseMatrix& stiffness, Vector& load,

const FiniteElementSpace1D* pSpace,
const Vector& boundaryConditions) const;

protected:
int m_numBCs; // Number of boundary constraints
IntMatrix m_BCs; // The boundary constraints

};

#endif // HEADER_BOUNDARYVALUEPROBLEM

Sample Code: We specify the boundary constraints of our example BVP through

the following definitions.

BoundaryOperator
// Define BC types
IntMatrix bc(2, 2);
bc.setEntry(0, 0, LeftBoundary);
bc.setEntry(1, 0, 0); // Left Boundary, BC order 0
bc.setEntry(0, 1, RightBoundary);
bc.setEntry(1, 1, 0); // Right Boundary, BC order 0

// Incorporate all of this into a BoundaryOperator
BoundaryOperator1D bOp(bc);

// Define BC values
Vector bc_values(2, 0.);
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// For nonhomogeneous BCs, manually set bc_values’ entries.

With our BVP now fully defined, we introduce the finite element specific classes

which will be used to solve the problem.

Elements and Spaces

Functions, operators, and linear algebra provide the backbone of any numerical

analysis software system. Finite element programs in particular benefit from special-

ized classes within those hierarchies as well as some new hierarchies unique to the

method.

ShapeFunction1D and BasisFunction1D derive from the DifferentiableFunction1D

class. BasisFunction1D objects exist within Element1D objects, and are evaluated

via an AffineMapping to a defining ShapeFunction1D object existing on a Refer-

enceElement1D.

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// ReferenceElement.h
// Interfaces of the shape function, basis function, and
// reference element classes
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

#ifndef HEADER_REFERENCEELEMENT
#define HEADER_REFERENCEELEMENT

#include "Mesh.h"
#include "Function.h"
#include "Indexer.h"

//////////////////////////////////////////
// class ShapeFunction1D
// Abstract base class for shape functions

class ShapeFunction1D : public DifferentiableFunction1D
{
// Constructor - Supplied with interval of reference element
public:

ShapeFunction1D(const Interval& reference)
: m_referenceInterval(reference) {}

Interval referenceInterval() const
{ return m_referenceInterval; }

private:
Interval m_referenceInterval;
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};

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// class PolynomialShape1D
// Represents a one-variable polynomial shape function

class PolynomialShape1D : public ShapeFunction1D, public Polynomial1D
{
public:

PolynomialShape1D(const Vector& coefficients,
const Interval& referenceElementInterval)
: ShapeFunction1D(referenceElementInterval)
, Polynomial1D(coefficients) {}

virtual double operator () (double x) const
{ return Polynomial1D::operator () (x); }

virtual double operator () (double x, int derivativeOrder) const
{ return Polynomial1D::operator () (x, derivativeOrder); }

};

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// class BasisFunction1D
// Represents a basis function - Default implementation
// is for C0 basis functions

class BasisFunction1D : public DifferentiableFunction1D
{
public:

BasisFunction1D(Interval elementInterval, ShapeFunction1D* pShape);

virtual double operator () (double x) const;
virtual double operator () (double x, int derivative) const;

protected:
AffineMapping m_elementMapping; // Mapping from global

// space to reference
private:

ShapeFunction1D* mp_shape; // Defining shape
};

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// class CkBasisFunction1D
// Represents a basis function in a Ck space
// nodalOrder is the order of the derivative whose
// nodal value is determined by this function.
// Call with nodalOrder = 0 for a zero-order nodal function and also
// for basis functions with internal support only (default).

class CkBasisFunction1D : public BasisFunction1D
{
public:

CkBasisFunction1D(Interval elementInterval,
ShapeFunction1D* pShape, int nodalOrder = 0);

virtual double operator () (double x) const;
virtual double operator () (double x, int derivative) const;
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private:
double m_jacobianFactor; // jacobian multiplier for

// derivative-matching
};

///////////////////////////////////////////
// class ReferenceElement1D
// Abstract class for 1D reference elements

class ReferenceElement1D
{
// Constructor - derived classes must populate m_dofMatching
// and set m_referenceInterval in their constructors
public:

ReferenceElement1D(int numberOfShapes,
Interval referenceInterval)
: m_numShapes(numberOfShapes)
, m_referenceInterval(referenceInterval)
, m_dofMatching(2, numberOfShapes) {}

virtual ~ReferenceElement1D(){}

int numShapes() const { return m_numShapes; }
Interval referenceInterval() const

{ return m_referenceInterval; }

// DOF matching information
// IntMatrix: (2 rows) x (numShapes) columns
//
// col 0: col 1: col 2: col 3: col 4:
// row 0: Left Left Internal Right Right
// row 1: 0 1 -1 0 1
//
// If E1 and E2 are elements with E1 to the left of E2, then
// phi_3 on E1 shares global dof with phi_0 on E2
// phi_4 on E1 shares global dof with phi_1 on E2
//
// Entries in row 0 are of the enumeration type SupportType1D
// Index >= 0 indicate matching key. Index = -1 indicates
// unmatched (internal)
IntMatrix dofMatching() const

{ return m_dofMatching; }

// Get pointer to a basis function given the shape index
// and the element interval of definition. This function
// allocates the basisFunction. The recipient of the pointer
// is responsible for its proper destruction.
virtual BasisFunction1D* basisFunction(int shapeIndex,

Interval elementInterval) const = 0;

protected:
int m_numShapes; // number of shape functions
Interval m_referenceInterval; // Reference interval
IntMatrix m_dofMatching; // Boundary support information

};

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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// class HermiteCkReferenceElement1D
// Reference element for C^k finite elements utilizing
// equally spaced Hermite interpolation, with k-order interpolation
// at endpoints and function-interpolation only at interior nodes

class HermiteCkReferenceElement1D : public ReferenceElement1D
{
public:

HermiteCkReferenceElement1D(int pDegree, int kContinuity);
HermiteCkReferenceElement1D(

const HermiteCkReferenceElement1D& copy);
virtual ~HermiteCkReferenceElement1D();
HermiteCkReferenceElement1D& operator =

(const HermiteCkReferenceElement1D& copy);

// See notes in ReferenceElement1D base class declaration
virtual BasisFunction1D* basisFunction(int shapeIndex,

Interval elementInterval) const;

// Get pointer to shape function
Polynomial1D* shapeFunction(int shapeIndex) const;

private:
PolynomialShape1D** mp_shapes; // Pointer to shapes

};

#endif // HEADER_REFERENCEELEMENT

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// FiniteElements.h
// Interfaces of the classes representing elements, finite element
// spaces, and finite element variables (approximants)
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

#ifndef HEADER_FINITEELEMENTS
#define HEADER_FINITEELEMENTS

#include "ReferenceElement.h"
#include "Mesh.h"
#include "Matrix.h"
#include "BoundaryValueProblem.h"
#include "Indexer.h"

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// class Element1D
// Represents a single element in a FiniteElementSpace1D

class Element1D
{
public:

Element1D(Interval elementInterval,
ReferenceElement1D* pReferenceElement);

Element1D(const Element1D& copy);
virtual ~Element1D();
Element1D& operator = (const Element1D& copy);

Interval interval() const { return m_interval; }
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// Element stiffness matrix corresponding to supplied bilinear form
DenseMatrix stiffness(BilinearForm1D* B, Quadrature* pQuad) const;

// Element load vector corresponding to supplied linear functional
Vector load(LinearFunctional1D* F, Quadrature* pQuad) const;

// Evaluate variable given its ELEMENT vector of coefficients
double evaluateVariable(const Vector& elementCoefficients,

double x, int derivative) const;

// Get pointer to basis function
BasisFunction1D* basisFunction(int shapeIndex) const;

private:
Interval m_interval;
ReferenceElement1D* mp_ref;
int m_numBasis;
BasisFunction1D** mp_basis;

};

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// class FiniteElementSpace1D
// Represents a space of finite element functions, span (phi_i)

class FiniteElementSpace1D
{
public:

FiniteElementSpace1D(const Mesh& domain,
ReferenceElement1D* pReferenceElement);

FiniteElementSpace1D(const FiniteElementSpace1D& copy);
virtual ~FiniteElementSpace1D();
FiniteElementSpace1D& operator = (

const FiniteElementSpace1D& copy);

int numDOFs() const { return m_numDOFs; }

IntMatrix dofMap() const { return m_dofMap; }

// Global stiffness matrix for this space, no boundary conditions
// accounted for
SparseMatrix stiffness(BilinearForm1D* B,

Quadrature* pQuad) const;

// Global load vector for this space, no boundary conditions
// accounted for
Vector load(LinearFunctional1D* F, Quadrature* pQuad) const;

// Boundary degree of freedom - for the boundary operator to
// adjust stiffness matrix and load vector
int boundaryDOFNumber(Boundary1D boundary,

int derivativeOrder) const;

// Evaluate specified derivative of finite element variable given
// its coefficients relative to this space
double evaluateVariable(const Vector& coefficients, double x,

int derivative) const;
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// Get pointer to an element
Element1D* element(int elementIndex) const;

private:
Mesh m_mesh;
int m_numElements;
ReferenceElement1D* mp_ref;
int m_numShapes;
IntMatrix m_dofMap;
Element1D** mp_elements;
int m_numDOFs;

};

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// class FiniteElementVariable1D
// Represents a finite element variable u = sum(c_i * phi_i)
// for some vector of coefficients {ci} relative
// to some finite element space with basis {phi_i}

class FiniteElementVariable1D : public DifferentiableFunction1D
{
public:

FiniteElementVariable1D(const FiniteElementSpace1D& feSpace,
const Vector& coefficients);

virtual double operator () (double x) const;
virtual double operator () (double x, int derivative) const;

private:
FiniteElementSpace1D m_space; // Copy of defining space
Vector m_coefficients; // Basis coefficients

};

#endif // HEADER_FINITEELEMENTS

Sample Code: We continue here the exposition of the previous sample, where we

had completed defining a simple BVP, and are now ready to complete the sample

application to find its solution.

// Use 10 nodes for Gaussian quadrature.
Quadrature quad(10);

// Set up reference element for p=3, k=1
HermiteCkReferenceElement1D refEl(3, 1);

// Create a mesh on the problem domain with 10 uniform elements.
Mesh feMesh(Interval(0., 1.), 10, UniformMesh);

// Create a finite element space for the approximant.
FiniteElementSpace1D feSpace(feMesh, &refEl);

// Set up matrix system
SparseMatrix stiffness(feSpace.stiffness(&My_Bilinear_Form, &quad));
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Vector load(feSpace.load(&My_Linear_Functional, &quad));

// Impose boundary conditions
bOp.applyBCs(stiffness, load, &feSpace, bc_values);

// Solve matrix system
Vector solution(stiffness.solveConjugateGradient(load));

// Create a Finite Element Variable representing the solution
FiniteElementVariable1D approximant(feSpace, solution);

The FiniteElementVariable1D created in the last statement of the program is

derived from DifferentiableFunction1D and can be evaluated and used as any other

object of one of these types.
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